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SUMMARY 

For a fairly general algebraic category C (possible 

interpretations of C include the categories of groups, 

rings (associative, commutative), algebras (associative, 

commutative, Lie or Jordan)) we give various alternative 

descriptions of an n-fold category internal to C. One of 

these descriptions we call a "crossed n-cube in C". 

Crossed 1-cubes are better known as "crossed modules" (this 

latter term being .due to Whitehead [Wl]). Crossed 2-cubes 

in the category of groups are originally due to Loday [L]. 

We give a combinatorial description of crossed n-cubes 

for n = 1,2,3 and C equal to the category of groups, Lie 

algebras, commutative algebras and (n = 1,2) associative 

algebras. 

The study of certain universal crossed 2-cubes leads us 

to notions of non-abelian tensor, exterior and anti

symmetric products of groups and of Lie and commutative 

algebras. The tensor and exterior products of groups are 

originally due to Brown and Loday [B-L]. We also look at 

the crossed 3-cube analogue of the tensor product of 

groups. 

We study the relevance of crossed modules and crossed 

2-cubes to the homology of groups and Lie algebras. In 

particular we prove 

I~ OI. 
THEOREM If a:M ~ PLprojective crossed P-rnodule (of groups) 

with im a• N, then H2(N) e ker an [M,M]. 



THEOREM If M,N are normal subgroups of a group G such that 

G • MN, then there is an exact sequence 

"3(M h N) ◄ H2(G) ◄ H2(G/M) © H2(G/N) ◄ MnN/[M,N] ◄ 

➔ H1(G) ➔ H1(G/M) ©H1(G/N) ➔ 1 

where "3(M h N) is the kernel of a map MAN ➔ M from the 

exterior product of Mand N. 

TH~OREM If, in the preceding theorem, G • N, then we can 

extend the exact sequence by two terms: 

H3(G) ➔ H3(G/M) ➔ "3(M h N). 

The second two theorems are originally due to Brown and 

Loday [B-L] who obtained them as a corollary to their van 

Kampen type theorem for squares of maps. The proofs in 

this thesis are purely algebraic. 

We give the analogue of the second theorem in which 

H2(G) is replaced by the group H2(G), this group !:!2(G) 

being the one introduced by Dennis [DJ as a kind of "second 

homology group suitable for algebraic K-theory". 

We give Lie algebra versions of the first two theorems. 



INTRODUCTION 

For many common algebraic categories there exists a 

useful theory of crossed modules. In this thesis we 

introduce several equivalent notions of a higher 

dimensional crossed module, and we develop certain aspects 

of the resulting higher dimensional theory. This work is 

motivated by a recent result of R. Brown and J.-L. Loday, 

and also by the theory of crossed modules themselves, as we 

shall now explain. In parts, this introduction relies 

heavily on (B]. 

Recall that a group homomorphism o:M ◄ Pis said to be a 

crossed P-module (in groups) if there is an action of Pon 

M, (p,m) ◄ Pm, which satisfies a(Pm) • p(am)p-1, affim, = 

mm•m- 1 for m,m' € M, p € P. Standard examples of crossed 

modules are: 

(i) the inclusion N ◄ P of a normal subgroup N of the 

group P, with the action of Pon N given by conjugation 

(throughout this thesis we shall keep to the convention 

that, if x,y are elements of some group then, the congugate 

of x by y is the elementt yxy-1); 

(ii) the zero morphism 0:M ~ P in which Mis a P-module in 

the usual sense; 

(iii) the morphism x:M ◄ Aut M from M to the group of 

automorphisms of Min which xm is the inner automorphism 

determined by me M, together with the standard action of 

Aut Mon M; 

(iv) the boundary map a:"2(X,Y,xo) ◄ "l(Y,xo) from the 
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second relative homotopy group to the fundamental group, 

with the standard action of "l(Y,xo) on "2(X,Y,xo). 

As this last example suggests, crossed modules can be 

used to model certain homotopy types.· rn particular there 

is a functor B:(crossed modules) ... (CW-complexes) such that 

if a:M ... Pis a crossed P-module then B(M ... P) has 

fundamental group coker a and second homotopy group ker a 

[B-Hl,L]. Further, any pointed, connected CW-complex X 

with "i(X) = 0 for i) 2 is of the homotopy type of some 

B (M ... P) [ML-W]. 

Also, a van Kampen type theorem for "2(X,Y,xo) 

considered as a crossed "i(Y,xo)-module has been found 

[B-H2]. 

From the standpoint of homotopy theory, crossed modules 

should perhaps be viewed as 2-dimensional groups. It is 

reasonable to ask then, what are the higher-dimensional 

groups (or crossed modules)? J.H.C. Whitehead gave a 

partial answer to this by introducing what he called 

"homotopy systems", but what are now called crossed 

complexes. These gadgets consist of a sequence of groups 

... Cn ... an ... C3 ... a3 c2 ... a2 c1 

in which: 

(i) Cn is abelian for n) 3; 

(ii) an-ian - O; 

(iii) C1 acts on Cn, n) 2, and a2c2 acts trivially on Cn, 

n) 3~ 

(iv) a2 is a crossed module, and each an is an equivariant 

map. 
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The standard example of a crossed complex is obtained 

from a pointed filtered space X ~ •.. Xn ~ ••• X2 ~ X1 ~ 

{xo} by setting c1 - "1(X1,xo), Cn • "n(Xn,Xn-1,xo) and 

taking each an to be the boundary operator. Crossed 

complexes give certain partial generalisations to the 

homotopy theoretic results mentioned above involving 

crossed modules. However, the abelian nature of crossed 

complexes is a bar to the obvious full generalisations. 

Note that crossed complexes arise in the cohomology of 

groups (ML] since, if Pis a group and Mis a P-module, 

then Hn+l(P;M) can be obtained as equivalence classes of 

n-dimensional crossed complexes in which ker an= M, 

coker a2. P, ker ai/im ai+l = O for 2 ( i ( n-1. rt seems 

reasonable to expect that other notions of higher 

dimensional crossed modules might also be of relevance to 

(co-)homology. 

A more recent and important reformulation of the fact 

that a:"2(X,Y,xo) ➔ "l(Y,xo) has a crossed module structure 

is that, if F ➔ E ➔ Bis a fibration, then the induced map 

"lF ➔ "lE is a crossed module. This is one of the reasons 

for the use of crossed modules in algebraic K-theory 

(L,GW-L]. Recall that if A is a ring (with unit) then FA 

is defined as the homotopy fibre of the inclusion BGLI\ ◄ 

(BGLI\)+. Now rr1F is the Steinberg group StA, and "lBGLI\ • 

GU; thus we have a crossed module StA ◄ GLI\. The study 

of bi-relative Steinberg groups has led to the definition 

of a type of 2-dimensional crossed module, which is called 

a "crossed square" [GW-L]. With a few formal modifications 
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this definition states that a crossed square consists of a 

commutative diagram of groups 

together with actions of Pon L,M and N (hence M acts on L 

and N via o, and N acts on Land M via O'), and a function 

h:MxN ➔ L such that: 

(i) each of the maps X,X',O,O' and the composite OX' are 

crossed modules; 

(ii) the maps X,X' preserve the actions of P; 

(iii) h(mm',n) • mh(m',n)h(m,n), 

h(m,nn') • h(m,n) nh(m,n'); 

(iv) Ph(m,n) • h(Pm,Pn); 

(v) Xh(m,n) • mn n-1, X'h(m,n) • m nm-1; 

(vi) h(m,Xl) • m1 1-l, h(X'l,n) 0 l n1-l; 

for all 1 e L, m,m' e M, n,n' e N, p e P. 

The standard examples of crossed modules (see above) can 

be extended to examples of crossed squares: 

(i) if M,N are normal subgroups of the group P, then the 

diagram of inclusions 

MnN ➔ N 

l l 

M ➔ p 

together with the actions of Pon M,N and MnN given by 
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conjugation, and the function h:MxN ➔ MnN, (m,n) ➔ [m,n],is 

a crossed square (throuought this thesis we shall keep to 

the convention that, if x,y are elements of some group 

then, the comutator [x,y] is the element xyx-ly-1); 

(ii) if M,N are ordinary P-modules and A is an arbitrary 

abelian group on which Pis assumed to act trivially, then 

the diagram 

in which each map is a zero map, together with the zero map 

0:MxN ➔ A, is a crossed square; 

(iii) the diagram 

Inn M ➔' Aut M 

where xm is the inner automorphism determined by m €Mand 

where t is the inclusion of the inner automorphism 

subgroup, together with the standard actions and the 

function h:Inn M x Inn M ➔ M, (xm,xm') ➔ [m,m'], is a 

crossed square; 

(iv) [B-L] if U,V are subspaces of X with a point xo in 

common, then the diagram of boundary maps 
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"3(X;U,V,xo) ➔ "2(V,UnV,xo) 

in which "3(X;U,V,xo) is the triad homotopy group, together 

with the standard actions and the triad Whitehead product 

h:"2(U,UnV,xo) x "2(v,unv,xo) ➔ "3(X;U,V,xo), is a crossed 

square. 

It is worth noting that the crossed complexes of length 

3 are the crossed squares of the form 

0 

In this thesis we shall be very much concerned with 

crossed squares and their higher dimensional counterparts. 

Let a:M ➔ P be a crossed module. Since Pacts on M we 

may form the semi-direct product MxP. Let s,b:M~P ➔ P be 

given respectively by (m,p) ➔ p, (m,p) ➔ (am)p. The group 

Mxp acquires a category structure, with s,b the source and 

target maps, and with category composition given by 

(m,p) o (m',(am)p) • (mm',p). The crossed module axioms 

are equivalent to this category structure making MXP a 

category internal to the category of groups (a result noted 

by several people and published in [B-S]). 

This suggests how to define a crossed module internal to 

other algebraic categories: consider an internal category 
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object C with source and target maps s,b:C ➔ P; the 

associated "crossed module" is the restriction of b to 

ker s ➔ P. This process is analysed in [L-R,Pl] and in 

Chapter I of this thesis. In his work on deformation 

theory, Gerstenhaber [G] developes a cohomology based on 

crossed modules. Also, Lue [Lul,2] (developing the work of 

Gerstenhaber and work of Frohlich [F]) uses "crossed 

modules" in varieties of algebras. The commutative algebra 

version of crossed modules has been used in essence rather 

than in name in [L-SJ, and has recently been shown to be 

closely related to Kozul complexes [P2]. 

In view of the widespread use of crossed modules in 

other algebraic categories, it is reasonable to expect that 

notions of higher dimensional crossed modules might also 

find use in these other categories. 

The equivalence between crossed modules and categories 

internal to the category of groups suggests, as a possible 

notion of an n-dimensional crossed module, an n-fold 

category internal to the category of groups. Indeed, such 

n-fold categories have been introduced by Loday [L) as a 

model of truncated homotopy types. Loday gives them (or 

more precisely, a slightly reformulated version of them) 

the name "n-cat-group"; however, we shall follow the more 

recent [B-L] and use the more accurate term catn-group. 

Given a catn-group Gone can form its iterated nerve, an 

(n+l)-simplicial set, whose geometric realisation BG is 

called the classifying space of of G. Conversely, a.ny 

pointed, connected cw-complex X with "iX • 0 for i > n+l is 
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itself of the homotopy type of some BG (L]. 

Recently a van Kampen type theorem has been found [B-L] 

for the "fundamental catn-group of an n-cube of spaces". 

Here an n-cube of spaces is just a functor, from then-fold 

product of the category associated with the ordered set 

0 < 1, to the category of pointed topological spaces. 

Clearly catn-groups are a reasonable generalisation of 

crossed modules. 

In order to apply then-dimensional van Kampen type 

theorem, one needs to compute colimits of catn-groups. For 

such computations a more combinatorial version of 

catn-groups is required. For n • 1 crossed modules prove to 

be sufficiently combinatorial. It turns out that 

cat2-groups are equivalent to crossed squares [L], and that 

crossed squares are just the version needed for 

applications of the 2-dimensional theorem. For higher 

dimensions a notion of a "crossed n-cube" is clearly needed. 

A striking fact about the algebr.aic theory of crossed 

modules is that many results on crossed modules in groups, 

for instance the crossed complex description of cohomology 

(see above), carry over to other algebraic categories. (In 

fact, the crossed complex description of cohomology was 

first given for varieties of algebras [Lul], and then 

rediscovered for the case of groups.) It is likely that 

(topologically motivated) results on "crossed n-cubes in 

groups" will also carry over to other algebraic categories, 

provided that the various algebraic versions of "crossed 

n-cubes" exist. 
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In Chapter I of this thesis we give several equivalent 

notions of a higher dimensional crossed module. Because of 

the many different algebraic categories in which these 

notions are likely to be of interest, we adapt 

P.J. Higgin's definition [H] of a category of groups with 

multiple operators, to obtain a fairly general algebraic 

category C which we call a "category of n-groups". We work 

in C throughout the chapter. Possible interpretations of C 

include the categories of groups, rings (associative or 

commutative), and algebras (associative, commutative, Lie 

or Jordan). The notions of higher dimensional crossed 

modules which we introduce, and prove equivalences between, 

are: 

(i) n-fold categories internal to C; 

(ii) catn_objects in C; 

(iii) crossed n-cubes in C; 

(iv) n-simplicial objects in C whose normal complexes are 

of length l; 

(v) n-fold crossed modules in C. 

Crossed n-cubes will be of most interest to us. For n = 1 

they are just crossed modules; for n = 2 (and C the 

category of groups) they are crossed squares (see above). 

The observation that simplicial groups whose normal complex 

is of length 1 are equivalent to categories internal to the 

category of groups, is well known and has led Conduche [CJ 

to the definition of a "crossed module of length 2"; such 

a 'crossed module' being equivalent to a simplicial group 

whose normal complex is of length 2. It turns out that 

there is a functor from crossed squares to crossed modules 
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of length 2. 

In Chapter II we give detailed descriptions of some low 

dimensional crossed n-cubes for C equal to the category of 

groups, Lie algebras, commutative algebras, and associative 

algebras. 

In Chapter rrr we look at certain colimits of crossed 

2-cubes, and obtain non-abelian generalisations of some 

standard constructions: let M,N be groups which act on 

each other (and on themselves by conjugation); following 

[B-L] we obtain a non abelian tensor product M® N, which 

is the group generated by elements m@ n form€ M, n € N, 

subject to the relations 

mm'~ n • (tt\m'@ mn)(m@ n), 

m (!!) nn' • (m@ n)(nm@ nn'). 

We obtain a non-abelian exterior product MAN (again 

originally due to (B-L]), and a non-abelian anti-symmetric 

product MAN (a special case of which has been used in 

[D]). The Lie and commutative algebra versions of these 

constructions are also given. We consider a certain 

colimit of crossed 3-cubes (in groups) which leads us to 

the definition of a "cubical tensor product". In addition 

the chapter contains various exact sequences involving the 

non abelian constructions. 

The relevance of crossed modules to cohomology has been 

mentioned above. Surprisingly, little work has been done 

on the dual situation of crossed modules in homology. In 

Chapter IV we show that if N is a group and a:M ~Pis a 

projective crossed module with im a= N, then H2(N) ~ 

ker an [M,M] (this is joint work with T.Porter [E-P]). 
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This formula should perhaps be seen as a crossed version of 

Hopf's formula for H2(N). We give a weaker version of the 

formula for the case of Lie algebras. It is worth noting 

that our methods give a new and simpler proof of the key 

lemma 2.1 of [R]. We go on to investigate the link between 

crossed squares and homology. Let R ◄ F ◄ G be a free 

presentation of a group G. We obtain, by algebraic means, 

two isomorphisms H2(G) s ker(G AG ◄ G), H3(G) s ker(F AR 

◄ F). We combine these new descriptions of H2(G), H3(G) 

with certain of the exact sequences of Chapter III to 

obtain: 

THEOREM If M,N are normal subgroups of a group G such that 

G O MN, then there is an exact sequence 

"J(M AN) ◄ H2(G) ◄ H2(G/M) @H2(G/N) ◄ MnN/[M,N] ◄ 

➔ H1(G) ◄ H1(G/M) + H1(G/N) ◄ l 

where "3(M AN) is the kernel of a canonical map MAN ◄ M. 

THEOREM If, in the preceding theorem, G • N, then we can 

extend the exact sequence by two terms: 

H3(G) ◄ H3(G/M) ◄ "J(M AN). 

These two theorems are originally due to Brown and Loday 

[B-L] who obtained them as a corollary to their 

3-dimensional van Kampen type theorem. Our proofs are 

purely algebraic, and consequently we are able to give the 

Lie algebra version of the first theorem. We also give an 

analogue of the first theorem in which H2(G) is replaced by 

the group l:!2(G): the group l:!2(G) being the group 
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introduced by Dennis [D] as a kind of "second homology 

group suitable fo1: a.lgebraic K-theory". 

Chapte1: Vis a collection of miscellaneous comments. 
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CHAPTER I 

VAR[OUS ALTERNAT[VE DESCR[PT[ONS OF [NTERNAL 

n-FOLD CATEGOR[ES 

0. INTRODUCTION 

We begin this chapter by defining a "category of 

n-groups" C. Interpretations of C include the categories 

of groups, rings (associative, commutative), and algebras 

(associative, commutative, Lie and Jordan). Thus the 

theory of n-groups provides a convenient setting in which 

to work. In $2,3,5,6 we introduce, and prove equivalences 

between: 

(i) n-fold categories internal to C; 

(ii) catn-objects in C; 

(iii) crossed n-cubes in C; 

(iv) n-simplicial objects in C whose normal complexes are 

of length 1. 

(v) n-fold crossed modules in C. 

In $4 we give a result on colimits of crossed n-cubes in C. 

l. CATEGORIES OF n-GROUPS 

Our definition of a "category of n-groups" is adapted 

from (H]. 

A pointed set Xis said to admit a set n of finitary 

operations if to each wen is attached a non-negative 

integer n • n(w) called its weight and, for this n, there 

is a pointed map of sets xn ➔ X from then-fold product of 

X to X. 

A pointed set X which admits a set n of finitary 
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operations is called an n-group if the following five 

axioms hold: 

(i) the set n contains no operations whose weights are 

greater than 2; there is precisely one operation (written 

0) of weight 0, and precisely two operations (written+, *) 

of weight 2; there is a prefered operation (written-) of 

weight l; 

(ii) the operations O, -, + satisfy the axioms of a (non 

abelian) group; 

(iii) for all x,y,z e X, and unitary operations w, we have 

w(x * y) • wx * y • x * wy 

(iv) and, provided w is not the prefered unitary operator -

w(x + y) • wx + wy; 

(v) and (y + ! ) * x.. ::. c y ,.. ::c.J + ( i • x.)
1 

x * (y + z) • (x * y) + (x * z). 

A morphism of n-groups is a set map which preserves the 

operations. Any category whose objects are n-groups for 

some fixed n, and whose morphisms are precisely the 

morphisms of n-groups, will be called a category of 

n-groups. 

EXAMPLE(l.1.1) Let n = {0,-,+,*). Then the category of 

groups is a category of n-groups in which the operation* 
fi-<, Iii-.,- Cof\Jb,."t vr.J"'c. o ') 

is trivialt The category of rings is a category of 

n-groups in which the operation* is non trivial. 

EXAMPLE(l.1.2) Let A be a commutative ring (with unit) and 

let n • {0,-,+,*} u {a e A). Then the categories of 

associative, commutative, Lie and Jordan algebras over A 

[-2 



EXAMPLE(l.1.3) A category of interest (in the sense of 

Orzech [O]) which has only two bi.nary operations is a 

category of n-groups. We could equally well work with a 

notion of n-groups which allows more than two binary 

operations, but have no examples to motivate this 

generalisation. 

EXAMPLE(l.1.4) We note that an n-group has precisely one 

operation of weight O. Thus, for instance, the category of 

associative rings with unit is not a category of n-groups. 

For the remainder of this chapter we fix a category C of 

n-groups. 

2. CATn-OBJECTS INC 

Recall that a category internal to C consists of: a 

pair of objects G,P in C; and four morphisms s:G ➔ P, b:G 

➔ P, i:P ➔ G, o:GXpG ➔ G (here GXpG - {(x,y) £ GXpG: bx -

sy}) such that; 

(i) si •bi• identity; 

(ii) (isx) o x • x, x o (ibx) • x; 

(iii) s(x o y) • sx, b(x o y) • by; 

(iv) x o (yo z) • (x o y) oz; 

(whenever these last two equations are defined). 

A map of categories internal to C is a pair of structure 

preserving morphisms ~:G ➔ G', ~:P ➔ P'. 
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Note that, since the category composition o is a 

morphism in C, for (u,v), (x,y) e GXpG we have 

(1) (u o v) + (x o y) • (u + x) o (v + y), 

(2) (u o v) * (x o y) • (u * x) o (v * y). 

Also we can write the category composition in terms of the 

group structure on G, since 

(3) u o v = (ibu - ibu + u) o (v + 0) 

• ((ibu) o v) + ((-ibu + u) o 0) (by 1) 

• v - ibu + u. 

Suppose now we are given an arbitrary triple of 

morphisms s:G ~ P, b:G ~ P, i:P ~Gin C which satisfy si • 

bi= identity. For (u,v) e GxpG we can define u o v • 

v - ibu + u. It is readily seen that this partial 

operation, together with the three morphisms, constitute a 

category internal to C if and only if equations (1) and (2) 

hold. But we have: 

equation (1) 

e (v - ibu + u) + (y - ibx + x) 

= v + y - ibx - ibu + u + x 

• (-ibu + u) + (y - isy) 

(y - isy) + (-ibu + u). 

Let ker s, kerb be the kernels of s,b, and denote by 

[kerb, ker s] the subobject of G generated by the 

commuator elements p + q - p - q with p e kerb, q e 

ker s. Then equation (1) states precisely that 

[ker b,ket s] = O. Undet the assumption that 

[kerb, ker s] • 0, we also have: 
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equation (2) 

e (v - ibu + u) * (y - ibx + x) 

= (v * x) - (ibu * ibx) + (u * x) 

a ((v - isv) * (x - ibx)) + ((u - ibu) * (y - isy)) 

= o. 
Denote by <ker b,ker s>* the subobject of G generated by 

the elements p * q, q * p with p e kerb, q e ker s. Then 

equation (2) states precisely that <kerb, ker s>* = O. 

We are thus led to 

DEFINITION(l.2.1) A cat1-object Gin c consists of: an 

object Gin C and a subobject P of G; and two morphisms 

s,b:G ~ P such that; 

(i) sip• blp • identity; 

(ii) and [kerb, ker s] • O, <ker b,ker s)* • 0. 

A map of catl-objects is a morphism ¢:G ~ G' such that ¢s • 

s'¢ and ¢b • b'¢. 

We have immediately 

PROPOSITION(l.2.2) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(cat1-objects in C) ~ (categories internal to C). 

We now aim to generalise this proposition. 

DEFINITION(l.2.2) A catn-object Gin c consists of a 

family of catl-objects inc, s1,b1:G ~ Pi, 1 ( i ( n, such 

that 

(i) SiSj - SjBi, bibj - bjbi, and Sibj - bjSi (i ~ j). 

(Here BiBj is the composition of the map Bj with the map 

obtained by restricting Si to Pj.) 
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A map of catn-objects is a morphism ¢:G ➔ G' such that ¢s1 

= Si'¢ and ¢bi= bi'¢. 

The notion of a catn-group is due to Loday [L], although 

he used the term "n-cat-group". The term "catn-group" is 

used in [B-L]. 

The definition of a category internal to C can be 

restated in purely categorical language. More precisely, 

axioms (ii),(iii),(iv) can be replaced by 

(ii)' so - srr 1 , bo • brr 2 (where rri:GxpG ➔ G is the 1th 

projection); 

(iii)' o(1Xo) • o(oX1):GXpGXpG ➔ G; 

(iv)' o(1Xib) • o(isx1) - 1G 

Thus for an arbitrary category C' we can form the category 

CT1 (C') of categories internal to C'. Inductively we 

define the category cTn(C') of n-fold categories internal 

to C' to be the category C'l'n(C') • C'l'l(CTn-l(C')). 

PROPOSITION(l.2.3) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(catn-objects in C) ~ (n-fold categories internal to C). 

PROOF We have already proved the proposition for n: 1. 

Assume it is true for a particular value n. Then there is 

an equivalence, cTn+lcc) ~ cTl(catn-objects in C). so we 

need to prove an equivalence between C'l'l(catn-objects in C) 

and (catn+l-objects in C). 

Suppose given a category internal to the category of 

catn-objects inc. Thus we have four maps s,b:G ➔ ~, i:P ➔ 

G, o:~xfG ➔ ~ of catn-objects. Suppose that the catn

object G consists of maps Si,bt:G ➔ Pi, l < i < n. We 
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obtain a catn+l-object from G by setting Pi+l • P the 

underlying group of P, and setting Si+l • s, bi+l = b. 

Conversely suppose given a catn+l-object which consists 

of the maps Si,bi:G ➔ Pi, 1 ( i ( n+l. Let G' be the 

catn-object consisting of the maps Si,bi:G ➔ Pf, l ( i ( 

n. Let f.' be the catn-object consisting of the restricted 

maps 5 i1Pn+l'bi 1Pn+1=Pn+l ➔ PinPn+l, 1 ( i ( n. Then the 

maps sn+1,bn+1:G' ... P', together with the inclusion P' ... G' 

and the map G'xf•~• ➔ G' given by (u,v) ➔ v - bn+lu + u, 

constitute a category internal to the category of 

catn-objects inc. 

This correspondence between categories internal to the 

category of catn-objects inc, and catn+l-objects inc, 

gives rise to a pair of quasi-inverse functors. v 

3. CROSSED n-CUBES INC 

Our aim now is a definition of a "crossed module in C" 

(we shall also use the term "crossed 1-cube in C"), and a 

proof that such a gadget is equivalent to a catl-object in 

c. 

Suppose that we are given a split, short exact sequence 

M ! o G ~ i C h th i i ~ P n • T us M,G,P are n-groups; e maps 0 , 

are injective (and so we consider M,P to be subobjects of 

G); and M • ker s, and si • identity. Let a+,a*,a* 0 :PXM ➔ 

M be, respectively, the functions 

(p,m) .. (p+)m - p + m - p, 

(p,m) ... (p*)m - p * m, 

(p,m) .. (p*o)m - m * p • 
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A triple of functions obtained in this manner will be 

called a c-action of Pon M. 

Suppose now we have an arbitrary triple of functions PxM 

◄ P, denoted by a+,a*,a* 0 (we are not assuming that these 

functions are a C-action). The underlying set of MXP can 

be made to admit the set n of finitary operations (recall 

that C is a category of n-groups) by defining: 

(m,p) + (m',p') • (m + (p+)m',p + p'), 

(m,p) * (m',p') • ((m * m') + (p*)m• + (p'* 0 )m,p * p'), 

-(m,p) • (-~P+)m,-p), 

w(m,p) • (wm,wp) for each unitary operation w except-. 

The resulting n-group is the semi-direct product of M with 

P and will be denoted MxP. 

PROPOSITION(l.3.1) Let M,P be objects in C and let 

+ * *0 ti a ,a ,a :PxM ◄ M be three functions. These tune ons are 

a C-action if and only if the semi-direct product MXP is an 

object inc. 

PROOF If the functions are a c-action then they are 

derived from a split, short exact sequence M .. G: P, and G 

is isomorphic to MxP. Conversely, if MxP is an object in 

C, then the functions are a c-action since they are derived 

f th M j .. o MX p ~ rom e sequence ~ P where i 0 m - (m,0), ip -

(0,p), s(m,p) • p. v 

This proposition is essentially due to Orzech [O]. As 

an application we give 

EXAMPLE(l.3.2) Let C be the category of multiplicative 
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groups with identity e, let M,P be groups, and let a+:PxM ◄ 
(',M) -?' VM 

MLbe a function (we assume that both a*,a* 0 :PxM ◄ Mare the 

zero map). In the semi-direct product MxP multiplication 

is given by (m,p)(m',p') • (mPm',pp'), the identity is 

(e,e), and (m,p)-1 = (P-1m-l,p-l). It is routine to check 

that MxN is a group if and only if 

( i) em = m, 

(ii) P(P'm) = (pp')m, 

( i i ) P ( mm ' ) = (Pm) (Pm' ) , 

for all m,m' € M, p € P. Thus in this case a C-action 

coincides with the usual noti?n of a group action. 

We can now state the crucial 

DEFINITION(l.3.3) A crossed module in C (or a crossed 

1-cube in C) consists of: a pair of objects M,P in C; a 

morphism a:M ... P; and a c-action of Pon M, such that; 

(i) ac(p+)m) - p + am - p, 

a((P*)m) - p * am, 

a((P* 0 )m) = am * p; 

(ii) ( am+ >m• = m + m' - m, 

(am*)m• = m * m', 

(am*o)m• = m' * m; 

for m,m' ~ M p ~ P .. , .. . 
A map of crossed modules is a pair of morphisms t:M ... M', 

¢:P ◄ P' such that a•t = ¢a and t((pw)m) • (¢pw)tm for 

' W .. +,*,*o. 

When C is the category of groups this definition reduces 

to the classical definition of a crossed module [Wl]. The 
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definition also reduces to give the algebraic cases of a 

crossed module defined in [L-R]. Our general notion of a 

crossed module is essentially the same as the one given in 

(P3]. 

PROPOSITION(l.3.4) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(crossed modules in C) m (cat1-objects in C). 

PROOF Suppose given a catl-object s,b:G ◄ P. Conjugation 

and multiplication in G give rise to a c-action of Pon 

ker s. The restriction of b to ker s ◄ P clearly satisfies 

axiom (l.3.3.i). We must check axiom (l.3.3.ii). 

Suppose now we are given a crossed module a:M ➔ P. We 

can construct two maps s',b':MxP ◄ P by defining s'(m,p) • 

P, b'(m,p) • (am)p. Axiom (1.3.3.i) ensures that b' is a 

morphism in C. The maps s',b' clearly satisfy axiom 

(l.2.1.i). We must check axiom (1.2.l.ii). 

We shall show that axiom (l.3.3.ii) is equivalent to 

axiom (1.2.1.ii). Let x e ker s', y E kerb'; then x • 

(m,O), y • (-n,an) for some m,n e M. We have: 

axiom (l.2.1.ii) 

X + y • y + X 

X * y = 0 

y * X = 0 

(m - n,an) - (-n + (an+)m,an) 

(-(m * n) + (an* 0 >m,O) • (0,0) 

(-(n * m) + (an*)m,O) • (0,0) 
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n + m - n • (an+)m 

n * m = (on*)m 

~ axiom (l.3.3.iU-

We have thus given a correspondence between crossed 

modules inc and catl-objects inc. This correspondence 

gives rise to an equivalence of categories. v 

We can combine propositions (1.2.2) and (1.3.4) to 

obtain an equivalence between categories internal to C and 

crossed modules in C. For C equal to the category of 

groups this equivalence has be.en known for some time; it 

first seems to have appeared in print in (B-S]. The 

equivalence is given in (L-R] for c equal to various common 

algebraic categories. Porter [P3] gives the equivalence in 

the general setting of a category of groups with multiple 

operations. 

We now aim for a definition of a "crossed n-cube in C" 

and a proof that such a gadget is equivalent to a 

catn-object inc. We begin by generalising the notion of a 

C-action. 

DEFINITION(l.3.5) Ann-fold split short exact sequence in 

C (abbreviated to n.s.s.e.s) is an object Gin C together 

with n subobjects Pi and endomorphisms s1:G ~ Pi, 1 ( i ( 

n, such that s ii Pi • :~; ._~\\\ , identity .. o.J. s,s1 • \~ sl 
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So a 0.s.s.e.s. is just an object in C; a l.s.s.e.s. is 

the standard notion of a split, short exact sequence. 

In order to handle n.s.s.e.s.'s we introduce some 

notation. Let lnl denote the set {1,2, ... ,n}, and let rlnl 

be the poset consisting of the subsets of lnl. For each o/ 

E rlnl, let o/' = lnl \ o/. Let the largest number in o/ be 

denoted max o/. Let tQ,tn:rln-11 ➔ rlnl be the poset maps 

given respectively by o/ ➔ o/, o/ ➔ o/U{n}. 

Suppose we are given an n.s.s.e.s. as above. For each o/ 

E rlnl construct the multiple intersection 

Yo/• (nieo/ker Si) n (nieo/'Pi). 

Thus if n • 1, we have Y{l) ,,,. ker s1, Y~ ,,,. P1. If n "" 2, 

we have Y{l,2) • ker s1 n ker s2, Y{l) • ker s1 n Pz, 

Y{2} • ker s2 n P1, Y~ = P1 n Pz. 

PROPOSITION(l.3.6) If o/1 c o/2 e rlnl, then there is a 

C-action of Yo/1 on Yo/2. 

PROOF For each x e Yo/1, ye Yo/2 define (x+)y = x + y - x, 

(x*)y • x * y, (x* 0 )y • y * x. It is readily seen that 

(X+)y, (X*)y, (x*o)y E Yo/2• V 

We also have 

PROPOSITION(l.3.7) Let o/l,o/2 E rlnl be such that o/1 ¢ o/2, 

o/2 ¢ o/1· Then there are three functions h+,h*,h* 0 :Yo/l x 

Yo/2 .. Y(o/lUo/2) given, respectively, by (x,y) .. x + y - x -

Y, ( X, y) .. X * y, ( X, y) ◄ y * X. V 
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Note that there are also functions h+',h*',h* 01
: 

Yo/2 x Yo/1 ◄ Y(o/2Uo/l), and that h+(x,y) • -h+'(y,x), 

* ro ro * h (x,y) • h '(y,x), h (x,y) - h '(y,x). 

In the light of propositions (l.3.6),(1.3.7), and this 

last observation, we make the following 

DEFINITION(l.3.8) Ann-action Y, n) a, consists of: 

(a) an object Yo/ in C for each o/ € rlnl; 

(b) three functions a+,a*,a* 0 :Yo/l x Yo/2 ◄ Yo/2 for each o/1 

c o/2 € rlnl; 

(c) three functions h+,h*,h* 0 :Yo/3 x Yo/4 ➔ Y(o/3Uo/4) for 

each o/3,o/4 € rlnl such that o/3 ¢ o/4, o/4 4 o/3 and 

Ann-action which is derived from an n.s.s.e.s. will be 

called a C-n-action. 

For n • a, a c-a-action is just an object in C. For n • 

1, a C-1-action is just a c-action. For n • 2, a 2-action 

consists of four objects Y{l,2}, Y{l}, Y{2}, Y~ together 

with three functions a+,a*,a* 0 :Yo/l x Yo/2 ➔ Yo/2 for each o/1 

c o/2, and precisely three functions h+,h*,h* 0 :Y{l} x Y{2} ◄ 

Y{l,2}. 

i + * *o G ven a 1-action a ,a ,a :PxM ➔ M we can construct a 

a-action by forming the semi-direct product M~P. The 

1-action is easily retrieved from the a-action. More 

generally, given an n-action Y we can construct an 

(n-1)-action RY without loosing information. The details 

are as follows. 
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Suppose given an n-action Y. Recall the poset maps 

LQ,Ln:rln-11 ➔ rlnl. For each o/ e rln-11 define 

For each o/1 c o/2 e rln-11 we can construct three maps 

a+,a*,a* 0
: RYo/1 x RYo/2 ➔ RYo/2 as follows: set 

L • YLno/2, 

M • YLQo/2, 

P • YlQo/1; 

thus RYo/1 - NXP, RYo/2 = LXM; it is readily seen that there 

are three functions h+,h*,h* 0 :MXN ➔ Land that, for each 

(n,p,l,m) e RYo/1 x RYo/2, we can define 

a+(n,p,l,m) • ((n+)((P+)1) - h+((p+)m,n), (p+)m), 

a*(n,p,l,m) = ((n*)1 + (p*)1 + h* 0 (m,n), (p*)m), 

a* 0 (n,p,l,m) • ((n* 0 )1 + (P* 0 )1 + h*(m,n), (P* 0 )m)· 

For each o/3,o/4 e rln-11 such that o/3 i o/4, o/4 ~ o/3, 

rnax(o/3\(o/3no/4)) < max(o/4\(o/3no/4)), we can construct three 

functions h+,h*,h* 0 :RYo/3 x RYo/4 ➔ RY(o/3Uo/4) as follows: set 

K - YLn(o/3Uo/4), 

L - YLno/3, 

M - YLno/4, 

N - YLQ(o/3Uo/4), 

p = YLQo/3, 

Q - YLQo/4; 

thus RYo/3 • LXP, RYo/4 • MXQ, RY(o/3Uo/4) • KXN; it is 

readily checked that there are six triples of functions 

h+,h*,h* 0 :QXL ➔ K, 

h+,h*,h* 0 :PXM ➔ K, 

h+ h* h* 0 L v , , : XM ➔ Ar 
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h+,h*,h* 0 :NxL ➔ K, 

h+,h*,h* 0 :NxM ◄ K, 

h+,h*,h* 0 :PXQ ➔ N, 

and that for each (l,p,m,q) € RYo/3 x RYo/4 we can define 

h+(l,p,m,q) • 

((l+)h+(p,m) + h+(l,m) - (m+)h+(h+(p,q),l) 

- h+(h+(p,q),m) - (h+(p,q)+)c(m+)h+(q,l)), h+(p,q)), 

* h (l,p,m,q) • 

(h*(l,m) + h*(p,m) + h* 0 (q,1), h*(p,q)), 

*o h (l,p,m,q) = 

(h*o *o * *o )) (l,m) + h (p,m) + h (q,1), h (p,q • 

We have thus completed the construction of RY. 

PROPOSITION(l.3.9) Ann-action Y, n) 1, is a C-n-action 

if and only if RY is a C-(n-1)-action. 

PROOF Suppose Y is a c-n-action. Then Y is derived from 

some n.s.s.e.s. which consists of maps Si:G ➔ Pi, 1 ( i ( 

n, say. It is routine to check that RY is derived from the 

(n-1).s.s.e.s. consisting of the maps Bi:G ➔ Pi, 1 ( i ( 

n-1. 

Conversely, suppose RY is a C-(n-1)-action which is 

derived from a (n-1).s.s.e.s. consisting of the maps s1:G ➔ 

Pi, 1 ( i ( n-1. For each o/ e rln-11 the object RYo/ is a 

semi-direct product~ these semi-direct products give rise 

to a semi-direct product structure on G, say G • Gn!GQ. By 
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setting s 0 :G ➔ Go equal to the canonical projection we 

obtain an n.s.s.e.s. from which Y is derived. v 

In Chapter II we use this proposition to obtain explicit 

descriptions of C-n-actions for specific choices of C and 

low values of n. 

We are now in a position to make the main definition of 

this section. 

DEFINITION(l.3.10). A crossed n-cube in C consists of a 

contravariant functor Y:rlnl ➔ C and an n-action structure 

on the set {Yo/: o/ e rlnl} (where Yo/ denotes the image of 

o/ under Y), such that: 

(i) then-action is a c-n-action; 

(ii) for each o/1 c o/2 e rlnl the c-action of Yo/1 on Yo/2 is 

via the map Yo/1 ➔ Y~ (in fact we shall assume that for any 

o/,o/' e rlnl, there is a c-action of Yo/ on Yo/' via the map 

Yo/ ➔ Y~); 

(iii) for each o/1 c o/2 e rlnl, the map Yo/2 ➔ Yo/1 is a 

crossed module, and it preserves the actions of Y~; 

(iv) let o/3,o/4,o/5,o/6 e rlnl be such that o/3 ~ o/5, o/4 ~ o/6, 

o/3 ¢ o/4, o/4 ~ o/3, o/5 1 o/6, o/6 f o/5 and max(o/3\o/3no/4) < 

max(o/4\o/3no/4); thus we have maps 03:Yo/3 ➔ Yo/5, 04:Yo/4 ➔ 

Yo/5, 0:Y(o/3Uo/4) ➔ Y(o/5Uo/5) (we are allowing the possibility 

that certain of these maps may be identity maps) and 

functions h+,h*,h* 0 :Yo/3XYo/4 ➔ Y(o/3Uo/4); then 

oh+(x,y) - h+(o3x,04y) 
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oh+(x,y) 

oh*(x,y) • h* 0 (04y,03x) if max(o/5\o/5no/5) 

= - h+(o4y,03x)l 

Oh* 0 (x,y) = h*(04y,03x) 

(v) for each o/J,o/4 e rlnl such that o/3 f o/4, o/4 t o/3 and 

max(o/3\o/3no/4) < max(o/4\o/3no/4), the functions 

h+,h*,h* 0 :Yo/3 x Yo/4 ➔ Y(o/3Uo/4) and the morphisms O:Y(o/3Uo/4) 

➔ Yo/3, O':Y(o/3Uo/4) ➔ Yo/4 satisfy 

oh+(x,y) ... X - (y+)x, 

Oh*(x,y) .. (y*o)x, 

'tO (y*) X, Oh (x,y) -
0 1 h+(x,y) -= (x+)y - y, 

O'h*(x,y) - (x*)y, 

0 1 h* 0 (x,y) - (x*o)y; 

(vi) and also 

h+(oz,y) - z - (y+)z, 

h*(oz,y) - (y*o)z, 

*o (y*) z, h (Oz,y) .,. 

h+(x,O'z) = (x+)z - z, 

h*(x,O'z) - (x*)z, 

h*
0

(x,O'z) a (x*o)z; 

for all x e Yo/3, ye Yo/4, z e Y(o/3Uo/4). 

A map ~:Y ➔ Y' of crossed n-cubes is a family of structure 

preserving morphisms {~o/:Yo/ ◄ Y'o/}. 

We shall frequently use the term crossed module instead 

of crossed 1-cube, and crossed square instead of crossed 

2-cube. 

For many practical purposes axiom (1.3.10.i) is not 

combinatorial enough. The fact that Y is a c~n-action 
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needs to be expressed in terms of rules governing the 

various "h" functions (cf. the description of a crossed 

square of groups, i.e. a crossed 2-cube in the category of 

groups, which is given in the introduction). rn chapter rr 

we will give such a combinatorial description of crossed 

n-cubes for various particular choices of C and low values 

of n. 

PROPOS_[TION(l.3.11) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(crossed n-cubes in C) « (catn-objects in C). 

PROOF The proposition is trivial for n • 0, so let n) l. 

Suppose given a cat0 -object consisting of the maps 

s1,b1:G ➔ Pf, l ( i ( n. The maps Bf, l ( i ( n, 

constitute an n.s.s.e.s. and thus give rise to a C-n-action 

Y. Given o/1 c o/2 E rlnl satisfying o/2\o/l = {k} for some k, .~ 
axiom (1.2.l.i) and the commu~vity conditions of a 

catn-object ensure that the morphism bk:G ◄ Pk restricts to 

a map Yo/2 ◄ Yo/1, and that the resulting diagram is 

commutative. Thus Y is a contravariant functor from rlnl 

to C. It is readily verified that Xis a crossed n-cube. 

Conversely, suppose given a crossed n-cube I· 

Considering Y as a c-n-action, we can construct a 

C-(n-1)-action .RX (see above). This construction can be 

extended to give a contravariant functor RY:rln-11 ◄ C 

since, for each o/1 c o/2 E rln-11, the maps 0n:Ytno/2 ➔ 

Ytno/1, 0o:YtQo/2 ◄ YtQo/l in the image of Y give rise to a 

morphism RYo/2 ◄ RYo/1, (x,y) ◄ (0nx,ooy). 

CLAIM The functor RY is a crossed (n-1)-cube. 

The verification of this claim is routine and we omit 
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it. Note that by iterating m times ,1 < m < n, the 

construction R we obtain a crossed (n-m)-cube R~Y say. 

For 1 ( i < n let 8i':{l, ••• ,n} ➔ {1, •.. ,n} be the set 

map which interchanges i with n and leaves the other 

elements of {l, ..• ,n} unchanged. This map 81' induces an 

endofunctor e1:rlnl ◄ rlnl. The composite functor Y8i is 

clearly a crossed n-cube. We can thus construct the 

crossed I-cube Rn-lyei, or the equivalent catl-object 

s1,b1:Rn-lya1{l} ~ Rn-lyei~ ◄ Rn-lyai9· For convenience 

let Gi • Rn-lyei{l} ~ Rn-lyei¢, and let Pi• Rn-lyei~- We 

shall show how then such catl-objects combine to form a 

catn-object. 

For each o/ e rlnl there is a canonical inclusion Yo/ ➔ 

G1. There is also an isomorphism 11:Gn ➔ G1 whose 

restriction to Yo/ ◄ Yo/ is the identity. Let Pi'• 1i-lpi 

and let s1',bi'=Gn ◄ Pt' be the composite maps Bi'• 

1i-1s1t1, bt' • t1-1btti• For each x e Yo/ we have s1'sj'X 

= Bj'Bi'X, bi'bj'X • bj'bi'X, bi'Sj'X • Sj'bi'X (i ~ j). 

Hence the maps s1',b1':G ◄ Pt', l < i < n, constitute a 

catn-object. 

We have thus given a correspondence between catn-objects 

and crossed n-cubes. This correspondence gives rise to an 

equivalence of categories, completing the proof. v 

As an illustration of the equivalence between crossed 

n-cubes and catn-objects we give the following 

EXAMPLE(l.3.12) Suppose given a crossed squat:e in groups 

(as desct:ibed in the Introduction): 
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with h:MxN ◄ L. Form the semi-direct products LXM, NXP and 

define a group action of NXP on LxM by (n,P)(l,m) • 

("(Pl) h(Pm,n)-1, Pm). The maps s2,b2:(LXM)~(NxP) ◄ N~P 

given respectively by (l,m,n,p) ◄ (n,p), 

(Xl mn, (Om)p) constitute a catl-group. 

(l,m,n,p) ◄ 

Now the above diagram of groups· together with the 

function h':NXM ◄ L, h'(n,m) • h(m,n)-1, is also a crossed 

square. Thus we can similarly form a catl-group 

s1,b1:(LXN)~(MXP) ◄ MxP. 

Let G2 • (LXM)~(NXP), G1 • (L~N)~(MXP), P2' • N~P, Pl'• 

MxP (we consider P1',P2' as subgroups of G2). There is an 

isomorphism t1:G2 ◄ G1, (l,m,n,p) ◄ (lh(m,n),n,m,p). Let 

s1',b1':G2 ◄ P1' be the composite maps s1' • t1-1s1t1, b1' 

• ~1-1b1t1- The four maps s1',b1',s2,b2 constitute a 

cat2-group. 

4. ON n-PUSHOUTS OF CROSSED n-CUBES 

The computation of colimits of crossed n-cubes (in the 

category of groups) is of relevance to the higher 

dimensional van Kampen theorem of (B-L]. In this section 

we look at one particular type of colimit which, following 

Brown and Loday, we call an "n-pushout". 

The following definitions will appear in [B-L2] (see 

also [Wa]). Let C' be an arbitrary category. Ann-cube in 
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C' is a contravariant functor Y' from rlnl to C'. An 

n-corner in C' is a contravariant functor Y from rlnl\¢ to 

C'. (Here rlnl\~ denotes the poset rlnl with the empty set 

removed.) Suppose colim Y of such a corner exists. Then Y 

and the natural transformation X ➔ colim Y define an n-cube 

Y' in C'. The object colim Y is called the pushout of the 

corner Y, and Y' is called an n-pushout in C'. 

It will be convenient to have some functors from crossed 

n-cubes to crossed m-cubes m ~ n. 

For l ( i ( n let lnl1 • {1,2, .•• ,n}\{i} and let rlnli 

be the poset consisting of the subsets of lnl1. The map 

ln-11 ➔ lnli which takes j to j for l ( j ( i-1, and j to 

j+l for i ( j ( n-1, induces an isomorphism of posets 

~:rln-11 ➔ rlnli. There is a canonical inclusion ,:rlnli ➔ 

rlnl. Given a crossed n-cube Y:rlnl ◄ c, we can restrict 

to obtain a crossed (n-1)-cube aiy • XC~:rln-11 ◄ C. 

Given a crossed (n-1)-cube Yin C, let riY be the unique 

crossed n-cube such that airiy •!and Yo/ s O whenever i £ 

o/ £ rtnl. Let eiy be the unique crossed n-cube with aifiy 

•!and Yo/• Y(o/\{i}) whenever i £ o/ £ rlnl and where: the 

map Yo/ ◄ Y(o/\{i}) is the identity; and whenever i £ o/l c 

o/ 2 £ r In I the map Yo/ 2 ➔ Yo/ 1 is the same a.a the map 

Y(o/2\{i}) ➔ Y(o/1\{i}). 

The constructions ai,ri,ei are functorial. 

Let Y be an n-corner in the category of crossed 

n-cubes. So for each P £ rtnl\~ we have a crossed n-cube 
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Yft. For o/ e rlnl we shall denote by YPo/ the image of o/ 

under Yfi. 

Let us suppose that YPo/ is trivial whenever the 

intersection p no/ is non empty. For all Pt, P2 e rlnl 

such that the intersections P1 no/, P2 no/ are both empty, 

let us suppose that YP1o/ • YP2o/ and that the maps from YP!o/ 

are the same as those from YP2o/. 

Let us also suppose that all maps of crossed n-cubes in 

the corner Y are the canonical inclusions. Then 

PROPOSITION(l.4.1) Let X:rlnl ➔ C be a crossed n-cube. 

The following conditions on Y are equivalent: 

(1) Y = colim Y is the pushout of the corner~- x, 
(ii) for 1 < i < n we have 

(a) a(i}y - a(i}Y(i} and, 

(b) given any other crossed n-cube Y' satisfying a{i}y• • 

a(i}Y(i}, the identity maps Yo/ ◄ Y'o/, for lnl ~ o/ e rlnl, 

extend uniquely to a map of crossed n-cubes Y ◄ Y'. 

PROOF For 1 < i < n the functor ai has as left and right 

adjoints the functors ri,(i. Hence ai preserves colimits, 

and it follows that (i) implies (ii.a). The rest of the 

proof is trivial. v 

For C the category of groups and n • 2, this proposition 
is 

is given in [B-L]. Our proofLjuat a generalisation of the 

one given there. 

To illustrate the proposition, taken• 2. Then the 

following two statements are equivalent: 

(i) the diagram of crossed squares in C (i.e. crossed 
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2-cubes in C) 

0 

' 
... 0 

' 
0 ... p 

0 

" 

" (. ' 

... 0 

" 
M ... o P 

0 ... N 

' 
0 ... p 

L ... N' 

... " 
M' .. o P' 

in which t,t' are the canonical inclusions, is a pushout~ 

(ii) M' • M, N' = N, P' • P and, given any crossed square 

there is a unique morphism a:L ... L' such that the quadruple 

(a,lM,lN,lP) is a map of crossed squares. 

5. n-SIMPLICIAL OBJECTS INC 

We shall now show that catn-objects in Care equivalent 

to certain types of n-fold simplicial objects inc, thus 

highlighting the f.act that simpticial techniques are 

applicable to the theory of higher dimensional crossed 

modules. 
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Let C' be any category. Recall that a simplicial object 

Kff in C' consists of a family Kn, n) 0, of objects in C' 

and morphisms d1:Kn ➔ Kn-1, Vi:Kn ➔ Kn+lr 0 < i < n, 

satisfying: 

(i) didj - dj-ldi 0 ( i < j ( n+l, 

(ii) ViVj - Vj+lVi 0 ( i ( j ( n-1, 

(iii) diVj - Vj-ldi i < j , 

diVj - Vjdi-1 i > j+l, 

diVj - identity i - j or j+l. 

A map ~:Kt ➔ Kt'of simplicial objects is a family of 

structure preserving morphisms ~n:Kn ➔ Kn'• Suppose that 

the category C' has kernels. Then recall that the normal 

complex of a simplicial object K# is obtained by taking for 
n 

each n the subobject iQ1ker di of Kn; the restriction of do 

to this subobject is the differential of the complex. The 

complex is said to be of length r if it is non-trivial in 

dimension rand trivial in each dimension greater than r. 

We shall denote by sMPlc• the category of simplicial 

objects in C' whose normal complexes are of length 1. 

Inductively we define SMPnc• • sMPl(sMPn-lc•). An object 

in sMPnc• will be called an n-simplicial object in C' whose 

normal complexes are of length 1. 

PROPOSIT[ON(l.5.1) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(n-simplicial objects in C whose normal complexes are of 

length 1) ~ (catn-objects in C). 

PROOF We shall first consider the case n • l. Suppose 

given a simplicial object K# in C whose normal complex is 

of length 1. By restricting to dimensions 0,1 we obtain an 
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inciusion Ko~ K1 and two maps do,d1:K1 ~ Ko. Axiom 

(l.2.1.i) is clearly satisfied. In order to verify axiom 

(l.2.1.ii) let x £ ker d1, y £ ker do. Then 

x + y - x - y • do(vox + voy - v1y - vox + V}Y - voy), 

X * y = do(vox * (VOY - V}Y)), 

y * X • do((VOY - VlY) * VOX). 

It is now a simple matter to check that 

x + y - x - y, x * y, y * x all lie in 

ker d1 n ker d2 and are hence trivial. 

is a catl-object. 

the elements 
(M~-t ot ~~e_ 

theLintersection 

Thus do,d1:K1 ◄ Ko 

Conversely suppose given a catl-object e,b:G ◄ P. By 

taking the nerve of the associated category we obtain a 

simplicial object Ner(G,P)J. That is Ner(G,P)o • P, 

Ner(G,P)1 • G, Ner(G,P)n - {(g1, .•• ,gn) £on: bg1 • 

sgi+l}, and the maps are: 

di(91, .•• ,gn) • 

bg1 , 

sg1 , 

( 92, • • • , gn) , 

(g1, •.. ,gi-l,9i+l - bgi + 9i,9i+z, ••• ,gn), 

(gi, • • .gn-1), 

Vi(91, ••• ,gn) • 

(sg1,g1, • • • ,gn), 

(9lr•••9i,b9i,9i+l,·••r9n), 

i • 0, n • l 

i • 1, n • l 

i • l, n > l 

l < i < n 

i • n, n > l 

i • 0 

i) n. 

(Recall that 9i+l - bgi + 9i is the category composition 

9i o 9i+l•) The normal complex of Ner(G,P)ff is of length 1. 

We now consider the case n) 1. Suppose given an 

n-simplicial object in C whose normal complexes are of 

length l. By restricting to dimensions 0,1 we have, for 
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"each of then directions", an associated catl-object. The 

n such catl-objects clearly satisfy the commutativity 

conditions of definition (1.2.2) and thus constitute a 

catn-object. 

Conversely suppose given a catn-object consisting of the 

maps s1,b1:G ◄ Pt, 1 ( i ( n. By taking the nerve of the 

category associated to the catl-object s1,b1:G ◄ P1 we 

obtain a simplicial object Ner(G,P1)# whose normal complex 

is of length 1. Now the catl-object s2,b2,:G ◄ P2 induces 

a category structure on Ner(G,P1)#- By taking the nerve of 

this induced category structure we obtain a 2-simplicial 

object whose normal complexes are of length 1. Iterating 

the process we obtain an n-simplicial object whose normal 

complexes are of length 1. 

This correspondence between catn-objects in C and 

n-simplicial objects in C whose normal complexes are of 

length 1, gives rise to an equivalence of categories. v 

Proposition (1.5.1), for C the category of groups and n 

s 1, is given in [L]. 

6. n-FOLD CROSSED MODULES 

A crossed n-cube is, in some sense, equivalent to an 

"n-fold crossed module", i.e. a "crossed module in the 

category of (n-1)-fold crossed modules". A precise 

definition of an "n-fold crossed module" is desirable since 

it will enable inductive arguments to be applied to crossed 

n-cubes. 

In this section we give a definition of an "n-fold 
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crossed module in C", and we outline a proof that such an 

entity is equivalent to an n-fold category internal to C. 

Let C' be an arbitrary category with kernels and a null 

object 0. 

DEFINITION(l.6.l) A 1-fold crossed module in C' consists 

of: 

(a) an object E in C' with two subobjects M,P; 

(b) four morphisms a:M ➔ P, s:E ➔ P, v:E ➔ PxP, ~:MXM ➔ E 

such that; 

(i) M = ker s and the restriction of s to Pis the 

identity; 

(ii) the diagram 

M 

(1p,O) 
p 

is commutative and; 

(iii) the diagram 

M 

n 

M 

is commutative. 

E 

' V 

PXP 

MXM 

E 

... 

(1p,1p) ... 

... 

... 

p 

Q 

p 

M 

'a 
p 

A map of l-fold crossed modules is a structure preserving 

morphism V:E ➔ E'. 
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Essentially this definition is given in (Pl] for C' the 

category of groups, and in (AG] for C' a category of 

interest. 

PROPOSITION(l.6.2) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(crossed modules in C) w (1-fold crossed modules in C). 

-PROOF Suppose given a crossed module a:M ➔ Pin C. Then 

set E •MXP, let s:MXP ~ p be the map s(m,p) - p, let v:MXP 

➔ PXP be the map v(m,p) = (amp,p), and let ~:MXM ➔ M~P be 

the map v(m,m') s (mm•-1,am'). 

Conversely suppose given a 1-fold crossed module. Then 

there is a map a:M ➔ P, and the split short exact sequence 

M ➔ E ~ P gives rise to a c-action of Pon M. 

It is readily seen that axioms (1.6.l,ii,iii) are 

equivalent, respectively, to axioms (1.3.3,i,ii). So we 

have a correspondence between crossed modules in C and 

l-fold crossed modules in C; this gives rise to the 

required equivalence of categories. v 

DEFINITION(l.6.3) Ann-fold crossed module in C', n > l, 

is a 1-fold crossed module in the category of (n-1)-fold 

crossed modules inc. 

In order to prove then-dimensional version of 

proposition (1.6.2) let us digress for a moment, and recall 

some results on algebraic theories. A general reference 

for this digression is [S] 

The category C of n-groups .is an algebraic category and 
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so, for any category B with a terminal object, we can form 

the category C(B) of n-groups over B. For example, when C 

is the category of groups and Bis the category of pointed 

topological spaces,· then C(B) is the category of 

topological groups. J 
S,14ff~~ IS 1'rn h. • .-j\~I~ ~.J e... ttc,./l oli~ • 
(Let us denote by xn(C(B)), CTn(C(B)) respectively the 

category of n-fold crossed modules in C(B) and the category 

of n-fold categories internal to C(B). The objects of both 

of these categories are many sorted, partial algebraic 

theories over B. 

Let A(B) be an arbitrary category of many sorted, 

partial algebraic theories over B. Let B be the category 

whose objects are the functors from B0 PP to the category of 

sets, and whose morphisms are the natural transformations 

of such functors. The Yoneda embedding induces an 
A 

embedding L:A(B) ~ A(B). 

There is a canonical equivalence K:A(B) ~ (A(sets))B0 PP, 

where (A(sets))B0 PP is the category of functors from BOPP 

to the category A(sets), and natural transformations of 

such functors. 

We can now prove 

PROPOS[T[ON(l.6.4) There is an equivalence of categories, 

(n-fold categories in C(B)) ~ (n-fold crossed modules in 

C(B)). 

PROOF First let us consider the case n • 1. There is a 

diagram of functors 
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CTl(C(B)) ◄ L CTl(C(B)) ◄ K (CTl(C))Bopp 

ix 

xlcc(B)) ◄ L' xl(c(B)) ➔ K' cxlcc))Bopp 

in which L,L' are the Yoneda embeddings, K,K' are the 

canonical equivalences, and Xis the equivalence induced by 

the equivalence CTl(c) m xl(c). The image of the composite 

functor XKL is equivalent to the image of the composite 

functor K'L'. This proves the proposition for n • 1. 

Let us assume that the proposition has been proved in 

dimension n-1. Then we have a sequence of equivalences 

cTn(C(B)) s CTl(cTn-l(C(B))) 

m CTl(C(CTn-l(B))) 

C¥ xl(c(cTn-l(B))) 

m xl(cTn-l(C(B))) 

C¥ xlcxn-l(C(B)) 

.. xn(C(B)). 

This proves the proposition in dimension n. v 

Taking B to be the category of pointed sets gives us an 

equivalence between n-fold categories inc and n-fold 

crossed modules inc. 
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CHAPTER I I 

EXAMPLES OF CROSSED n-CUBES 

0. INTRODUCTION 

rn the last chapter we introduced the notion of a 

crossed n-cube in an arbitrary category C of n-groups. 

Because of the gener.a.l.ity in which we worked, the 

combinatorial nature of a crossed n-cube was lost. In this 

chapter we shall give, for specific choices of C, a more 

combinatorial version of certain low dimensional crossed 

n-cubes. In $1,2,3,4 we shall take C respectively to be 

the category of groups, Lie algebras, commutative algeb'r:as, 

and associative algebras. 

l. CROSSED n-CUBES IN GROUPS 

Let C be the category of groups. All groups will be 

written multiplicatively with identity e. Terms such as 

"C-n-action", "crossed n-cube in C" will be replaced by 

"group n-action", "crossed n-cube in groups" etc. 

Let M,P be groups. A group action of Pon M (see 

example 1.3.2)) is a map PxM ➔ M, (p,m) ➔ Pm satisfying: 

P(mm') • (Pm) (Pm'), 

PP'(m) • P(P'm), 

for all m,m' £ M, p,p' £ P. 

A crossed module in groups (see definition (1.3.3)) is a 

group homomorphism a:M ➔ P together with a group action of 
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Pon M which satisfies: 

(i) a(Pm) - p(am)p-1, 

for all m,m' EM, p E P. 

Suppose given: four groups L,M,N,P; group actions of P 

on L,M,N, of Mon L, and of Non L; and a function h:MxN ~ 

L. Then 

PROPOSITION(2.l.l) This structure is a group 2-action (see 

definition (1.3.8)) if and only if: 

(i) Pm(Pl) • P(IDl), 

Pn(Pl) • P(nl); 

(ii) h(mm',n) = mh(m',n)h(m,n), 

h(m,nn') = h(m,n) nh(m,n'); 

(iii) Ph(m,n) • h(Pm,Pn); 

(iv) m(nl)h(m,n) • h(m,n) ncm1); 

for all 1 EL, m,m' e M, n,n' e N, p e P. 

PROOF Strictly speaking a group 2-action should involve 

three functions h+,h*,h* 0 :MXN ~ L. However h*,h* 0 are 

always trivial. Form the semi-direct products L~M, NxP and 

let a:(N~P)X(LXM) ~ (LXM) be the function 

a(n,p,l,m) = (n(Pl) h(Pm,n)-1,Pm). 

It follows from proposition (l.3.9) that the structure is a 

group 2-act ion if a is a group act ion of N~P on L.~M. That 

is, if 

a(e,e,l,m) • (l,m), 

a((n,p)(n',p'),l,m) • a(n,p,a(n',p',l,m)), 

a(n,p,(l,m)(l',m')) • a(n,p,l,m) a(n,p,l',m'). 

This is verified in Appendix II, verification (1). 
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Conversely, by interpreting the function has 

commutation, and by interpreting each group action as 

congugation, we see that every group 2-action satisfies 

these rules. v 

Now suppose given a commutative diagram of groups 

with group actions of Pon L,M and N (hence there are group 

actions of Mon Land N via o, and group actions of Non L 

and M via O'), and a function h:MxN ➔ L. Then 

PROPOSITION(2.l.2) This structure is a crossed square in 

groups (see definition (1.3.10)) if and only if: 

(i) each of the maps X,X',O,O' and the composite o•~ is a 

crossed module; 

(ii) the maps x,~• preserve the actions of P; 

(iii) h(mm' ,n) "" mh ( m' , n) h ( m, n) , 

h(m, nn') - h(m,n) nh(m,n'); 

(iv) Ph(m,n) - h(Pm,Pn); 

( v) Xh(m,n) - mnn-1, 

~'h(m,n) ... rn nm-1; 

(vi) h(m,Xl) - rn11-l, 

h(X'l,n) - l n1-l; 

for all l € L, m,m' € M, n,n' € N, p E P. 

PROOF From definition (l.3.10) and proposition (2.1.l) we 

have that the above structure is a crossed square if and 
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only if rules (2.1.1,i,iv), (2.1.2,i to vi) hold. But 

rules. (2.1.1,i,iv) are redundant (see Appendix CI, 

verifications (2) and (3)) and so we are done. v 

Suppose now we have a commutative diagram of groups 

Vp 0 

in which there is a group action of Son each of the other 

seven groups (hence the eight groups act on each other via 

the action of S), and there are six functions 

h:QXL ... K, 

h:PxM-+ K, 

h:NXR ... K, 

h:PXR-+ L, 

h:QXR ... M, 

h:PXQ-+ N. 

Then 

PROPOSITION(2.l.3) This structure is a crossed 3-cube in 
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groups (see definition 1.3.10)) if and only if: 

(i) each of the nine squares 

Q ... s p ... s N ... S p ... s Q ... s 

N .. Q 

is a crossed square; for the last three squares the 

functions h:LXM ... K, h:NxL ... K, h:NxM ... Kare respectively 

given by h(l,m) • h(vpl,m), h(n,l) • h(n,vRl), h(n,m) • 

h(n, YRm); 

(ii) h((Ypn)(Ypl),m) h((YQffi)(YQn),l) - h(n,(YRl)(YRm)); 

(iii) qh(h(p,q-1)-1,r) • Ph(q,h(p-1,r)) rh(p,h(q,r-1)-1); 

( iv) XLh(p,m) - h(p, YRm), 

Xth(n,r) - h(vpn,r), 

XMh(q,l) .. h(q, YRl), 

XMh(n,r) - h(YQn, r), 

XNh(p,m) - h(p,YQffi), 

XNh(g,l) .. h ( Ypl, q)-1; 

(V) h( YQm, 1) - h(vpl,m)-1; 

h(n,vRl) - h(vQn,l); 

h(n, YRm) "' h(vpn,m); 

for all l £ L, m £ M, n £ N, p £ P, q £ Q, r £ R. 

PROOF A crossed 3-cube in groups is defined in terms of a 

contravariant functor Y from rl31 to groups, so it will 
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help to rewrite the above cubical diagram: 

N • Y{l,2)----- Q = Y{2} 

/ 
K • Y{l,2,3)-----M • Y{2,3} 

l 
L • Y{l,3)------ R • Y{3} 

Note that, in addition to the six "h" functions listed 

above, a crossed 3-cube involves three functions h:LxM ~ K, 

h:NXL ➔ Ki NXM ➔ K. These extra functions are defined as 

in rule (2.l.3.i) 

The rules (2.1.3.i to v) are clearly necessary if the 

structure is to be a crossed 3-cube. The proof that these 

rules are sufficient to give us a crossed 3-cube boils down 
~~ 

to a proofLthe rules ensure the existence of a group 

3-action. 

Form the semi-direct products KXN, L~P, MXQ, RXS. Given 

an arbitrary element (u,v,x,y) in any one of the direct 

products (RXS)X(K~N), (RXS)X(M~), (R~S)X(LXP), 

(L~P)x(KXN), (MxQ)X(K~N), we obtain five group actions by 

setting 

(u,v)cx,y) - / 
I 

(Here, and in future, we write uvx instead of ucvx). This 
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abuse of notation is unlikely to cause confusion.) Let 

h':(LXP)X(M~Q) ➔ K~N be the function h'(l,p,m,q) = (k,n) 

whe-re 

k .. 

and 

n - h(p,q). 

Then, by proposition (l.3.9), we have to check that the 

fou-r semi-di-rect products together with the given g-roup 

actions and function h', constitute a group 2-action. By 

proposition (2.1.1) we see that we must check 

(r,s)(m,q)((r,s)(k,n)) • (r,s)((m,q)(k,n)), 

(r,s)(l,P)((l:,S)(k,n)) • (1:,8)((1,p)(k,n)), 

h'((l,p)(l',p'),m,q) • (l,P)h'(l',p',m,q) h'(l,p,m,q), 

h' (l,p, (m,q) (m' ,q')) • h' (l,p,m,q) (m,q)h' (l,p,m' ,q'), 

(r,s)h'(l,p,m,q) - h'((r,s)c1,p),(r,B)(m,q)), 

(l,P)((m,q)(k,n)) h'(l,p,m,q) • 

h'(l,p,m,q) (m,q)((l,p)(k,n)). 

These equations are checked in Appendix rr, ve1:ifications 

(4),(5),(6),(7). V 

2. CROSSED n-CUBES [N L[E ALGEBRAS 

Fix a commutative ring A (with unit). Recall that a Lie 

algebra ove-r A is an A-module M together with an A-bilinear 

map [,]:MxM ➔ M which satisfies 

[x,x] • o, 

[[x,y],z] + [[y,z],x] +[[z,x],y] • O, 

for all x,y,z e M. We shall assume all Lie algebras to be 

over A~ Let C be the category of Lie algebras. Te-rms such 
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as "C-n-action", "crossed n-cube in C" will be replaced by 

"Lien-action", "crossed n-cube in Lie algebras", etc. 

Let M,P be Lie algebras. Suppose given a map PXM ◄ M, 

(p,m) .. Pm. 

PROPOSITION(2.2:l) This map is a Lie action of Pon M if 

and only if: 

(i) (aP)m = P(am) • a(Pm); 

(ii) P(m + m') • Pm+ Pm'; 

(iii) (p + P')m • Pm+ P'm; 

( iv) [p,p' Jm • P(P'm) - P' (Pm); 

(v) P[m,m'] • [Pm,m'] + [m,Pm']; 

for all a£ A, m,m' £ M, p,p' £ P. 

PROOF Strictly speaking a Lie action should consist of 

three maps a+,a[,l,a[,] 0 :PXM ◄ M. However, since we will 

always have a+(p,m) • m and a[,J(p,rn) • - a[,J 0 (p,m), we 

can take a Lie action to consist of just one map. It is 

clear that every Lie action satisfies rules (2.2.1,i to 

v). Conversely, to show that these rules are sufficient to 

give us a Lie action, we must check that the semi-direct 

product MxP is a Lie algebra (see proposition (1.3.1)). 

This check is routine and we omit it. v 

A crossed module in Lie algebras (see definition 

(l.3.3)) is a Lie homomorphism a:M ◄ P with a Lie action of 

Pon M such that 

( i ) a (Pm) = [ p, am] , 

(ii) artlrn, 0 [m,m'], 

for all m,m' £ M, p £ P. 
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suppose given: four Lie algebras L,M,N,P; Lie actions 

of Pon L,M and N, and of Mon L, and of Non L; and a 

function h:MxN ➔ L. Then 

PROPOSCTION(2.2.2) This structure is a Lie 2-action (see 

definition (1.3.8)) if and only if: 

(i) P(IDl) • (Pm)1 + ID(Pl), 

P(nl) = (Pn)1 + n(Pl); 

(ii) ah(rn,n) = h(arn,n) = h(m,an); 

(iii) h(rn + m',n) = h(m,n) + h(m',n), 

h(rn,n + n') = h(rn,n) + h(n,rn'); 

(iv) h([m,m'],n) = rnh(m',n).- rn'h(rn,n), 

h(rn,[n,n']) • nh(m,n') - n'h(rn,n); 

(v) Ph(rn,n) = h(Pm,n) + h(rn,Pn); 

(v) ncm1) = mcn1) + [l,h(m,n)J; 

for all a e A, le L, m,rn' £ M, n,n' e N, p £ P. 

PROOF Strictly speaking, a Lie 2-action should involve 

three functions h+,h[,l,h[,l 0 :MXN ➔ L. However, since 

h+(rn,n) • 0 and h[,J(rn,n) • - h[,l 0 (m,n), we can take a Lie 

2-action to involve just one function h • h[,l. It is 

clear that every Lie 2-action satisfies the above rules. 

In order to show that the above rules are sufficient to 

give us a Lie 2-action we define an action of the 

semi-direct product NXP on the semi-direct product LXM by 

(n,p)(l,m) - (nl + Pl - h(m,n),Pm). 

By propositions (1.3.9) and (2.2.1) we have to check that 

(an,ap)(l,rn) = (n,p)(al,am) - a(Cn,p)(l,rn)), 

(n,p)((l,rn) + (l',m')) • (n,p)(l,m) + (n,p)(l',rn'), 

((n,p) + (n',p'))(l,m) = (n,p)(l,m) + (n',p')(l,m), 

[(n,p),(n',p')l(l,rn) = 
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(n,P)((n',p')(l,m)) - (n',p')c(n,p)(l,m)), 

(n,p)[(l,m),(l',m')] = 

[(n,p)(l,m),(l',m')] + [(l,m),(n,p)(l',m')]. 

These equations are checked in Appendix II, verifications 

(8),(9),(10),(11),(12). V 

Suppose now we have a commutative diagram of Lie algebras 

in which there are Lie actions of Pon L,M and N (hence 

there are Lie actions of Mon Land N via o, and of Non L 

and M via O'), and a function h:MxN ◄ L. Then 

PROPOSITION(2A2.3) This structure is a crossed square in 

Lie algebras (see definition (1.3.10)) if and only if: 

(i) each of the maps A,A',O,O' and the composite O'A is 

a crossed module; 

(ii) the maps A,A' preserve the actions of P; 

(iii) ah(m,n) • h(am,n) = h(m,an); 

(iv) h(m + m',n) • h(m,n) + h(m',n), 

h(m,n + n') • h(m,n) + h(m,n'); 

(v) h([m,m'],n) • mh(m',n) - m'h(m,n), 

h(m,[n,n']) • 0 h(m,n') - n'h(m,n); 

(vi) 

(vii) 

Ph(m,n) • h(Pm,n) + h(m,Pn); 

Ah(m,n) - mn, 

A'h(m,n) • - 0 m; 

(viii) h(m,Xl) - m1, 
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for all l € L, m,m' € M, n,n' € N, p € P. 

PROOF The proof boils down to checking that rules (2.2.3,i 

to viii) imply rules (2.2.2,i,vi). We check this in 

Appendix II, verifications (13),(14). v 

Suppose now we have a commutative diagram of Lie algebras 

Vp 0 

in which there is a Lie action of Son each of the other 

seven algebras (hence all eight algebras act on each other 

via the actions of S), and there are six functions 

h:QxL -t K, 

h:PXM .. K, 

h:NxR .. K, 

h:PXR ... L, 

h:QXR .. M, 

h:PXQ ... N. 
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Then 

PROPOSITION(2.2.4) This structure is a crossed 3-cube in 

Lie algebras (see definition (1.3.10)) if and only if: 

(i) each of the squares 

Q ... s p ... s Q ... s p ... s 

K ➔ M K ➔ L K ➔ M 

N ➔ Q 

is a crossed square: for the last three squares the 

functions h:LxM ... K, h:NxL ... K, h:NXM ... Kare respectively 

given by h(l,m) • h(vpl,m), h(n,l) • h(n,vRl), h(n,m) • 

h(n, VRm); 

(ii) Ph(l,m) • h(Pl,m) + lh(p,m); 

(iii) h(p,h(q,~)) • h(h(p,q),~) + h(q,h(p,~)); 

( iv) ).Lh(p,m) - h(p, VRm), 

).Lh(n,r) - h(vpn,r), 

).Mh(q,l) "" h(q, VRl), 

).Mh(n,r) - h(vQn,r), 

).Nh(p,m) - h(p,VQffi), 

).Nh(q,l) - - h(vpl,q); 

(v) h(VQffi,l) - - h(vpl,m); 

h(n,vRl) - h(von,l); 

h(n,vRm) - h(vpn,m); 

for all le L, me M, n e N, p e P, q e Q, re R. 
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PROOF Form the semi-direct products XXN, L~P, M~Q, R~S. 

Given an element (u,v,x,y) in any one of the direct 

products (R~S)x(XXN), (RXS)X(MXQ), (RXS)X(LXP), 

(L~P)X(XxN), (M~Q)X(X~N), we obtain five Lie actions by 

setting 

(U,V)(x,y) • (llx + Vy - h(y,u),Vy). 

Let h':(L~P)X(MXQ) ➔ X~N be the function 

h'(l,p,rn,q) • (h(l,rn) + h(p,rn) - h(q,l), h(p,q)). 

The proof boils down to checking that h' satisfies the 

rules for a Lie 2-action, i.e. we must check that 

ah'(l,p,rn,g) • h'(al,ap,rn,q) • h'(l,p,am,aq), 

(r,s)((l,P)(k,n)) 

• ((r,s)(l,p))(k,n) + (l,P)((r,s)(k,n)), 

(r,s)c(rn,g)(k,n)) 

• ((r,s)(rn,q))(k,n) + (m,q)((r,s)(k,n)), 

h'((l,p) + (l',p'),rn,q) • h'(l,p,rn,q) + h'(1',p',m,q), 

h'(l,p,(m,q) + (rn',q')) • h'(l,p,rn,q) + h'(l,p,m',q'), 

h'([(l,p),(l',p')],rn,q) 

- (l,P)h'(l',p',rn,q) - (l',p')h'(l,p,rn,q), 

h'(l,p,[(rn,q),(m',q')]) 

- (m,q)h'(l,p,rn',q') - (rn',q')h'((l,p,rn,q), 

(r,s)h'(l,p,rn,g) 

• h'((r,s)(l,p),rn,q) + h'(l,p,Cr,s)(rn,q)), 

(m,q)((l,P)(k,n)) 

• (l,P)((m,q)(k,n)) - [(k,n),h'(l,p,rn,q)]. 

This check is routine and we omit it. v 
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3. CROSSED n-CUBES (N COMMUTAT(VE ALGEBRAS ' 

Fix a commutative ring A (with unit). Recall that a 

commutative algebra over A is an A-module M with an 

A-bilinear map MxM ◄ M, (m,m') ◄ mm', satisfying: 

mm' • m'm, 

(mm')m'' • m(m'm''), 

for all m,m',m'' e M. We shall assume all commutative 

algebras to be over A. Let C be the category of 

commutative algebras. We shall replace terms such as 

"C-n-action", "crossed n-cube in C" with "commutative 

action", "crossed n-cube in commutative algebras", etc. 

The proofs of the propositions in this section are 

similar to (and simpler than) the corresponding proofs of 

the previous section. For this reason we shall omit all 

proofs. 

Let M,P be commutative algebras. Suppose given a map 

PXM ◄ M, (p,m) ◄ Pm. 

PROPOS(T(ON(2.3.l) This map is a commutative action if and 

only if: 

( i) a(Pm) - (ap)m - P(am); 

( ii) P(m + m') - Pm + Pm'; 

(iii) (p + p')m - Pm + P'm; 

(iv) P (mm') - (Pm)m'; 

(v) (pp' )m - P(P'm); 

for all a e A, m,m' e M, p,p' E P. v 

A crossed module in commutative algebras (see definition 

(1.3.3)) is a commutative algebra homomorphism a:M ◄ p with 
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a commutative action of Pon M such that: 

(i) a(Pm) - pa(m); 

(ii) a"'rn, = mm'; 

for all m,m' € M, p € P. 

Suppose given a commutative diagram of commutative 

algebras 

in which there are commutative actions of Pon L,M and N 

(hence there are commutative actions of Mon Land N, and 

of Non Land M, all via the actions of P), and a function 

h :MXN ... L. Then 

PROPOSITION(2.3.2) This structure is a crossed square in 

commutative algebras (see definition (1.3.10)) if and only 

if: 

(i) each of the maps X,X',O,O' and the composite 0'X is 

a crossed module; 

(ii) the maps X,X' preserve the actions of P; 

(iii) ah(m,n) • h(am,n) • h(m,an); 

( iv) h(m + m' ,n) • h(m,n) + h(m' ,n), 

h(m,n + n') = h(m,n) + h(m,n'); 

(v) Ph(m,n) = h(Pm,n) • h(m,Pn); 

(vi) Xh(m,n) ,.. mn, 

X'h(m,n) • - nm; 

(vii) h(m,Xl) • m1, 
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for all a€ A, l € L, m,m' € M, n,n' € N, p € P. v 

Suppose now we have a commutative diagram of commutative 

algebras 

lip 0 

p O s 

v,,/•'R----tt~ R7 
/ ·~ 7 

in which there is a commutative action of Son each of the 

other seven algebras (hence all eight algebras act on each 

other via the actions of S), and there are six functions 

h:QXL ... I<, 

h:PXM .. I<, 

h:NXR ... I<, 

h:PXR .. L, 

h:QxR ... M, 

h:PXQ .. N. 

Then 

PROPOSITION(2.3.3) This structure is a crossed 3-cube in 
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commutative algebras (see definition ( 1. 3. 10)) if and only . 
if: 

( i) each of the squares 

K .. L K .. M K .. R L .. R M .. R N .. Q 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Q .. s p .. s N .. s p .. s Q .. s p .. s 

N .. Q 

is a crossed square; for the last three squares the 

functions h:LXM .. K, h:NXL .. K, h:NxM .. Kare respectively 

given by h(l,m) = h(vpl,m), h(n,l) = h(n,vRl), h(n,m) = 

h(n, VRm); 

(ii) h(h(p,q),r) - h(p,h(q,r)) - h(q,h(p,r)); 

(iii) Xr.)l(p,m) = h(P,VRm), 

Xth(n,r) - h( vpn, r), 

XMh(q,l) ... h(q,vRl), 

).Mh(n,r) - h(vQn,r), 

).Nh(p,m) - h(p,VQffi), 

).Nh(q,l) - h(vpl,q); 

( iv) h(VQffi,l) - h(vpl,m); 

h(n,VRl) - h(vQn,l); 

h(n,vRm) - h(vpn,m); 

for all l € L, m e M, n € N, p € P, q € Q, r € R. V 
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4. CROSSED n-CUBES IN ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 

Fix a commutative ring A (with unit). Recall that an 

associative algebra over A is an A-module M with an 

A-bilinear map MXM ➔ M, (m,m') ➔ mm', such that: 

m(m'm'') = (mm')m''; 

for all m,m',m'' € M. We shall assume all associative 

algebras to be over A. Let C be the category of 

associative algebras. We shall replace terms such as 

"C-n-action", "crossed n-cube in C" by "associative 

n-action", "crossed n-cube in associative algebras", etc. 

In this section we shall again omit all proofs. 

Let M,P be associative algebras. Suppose given two maps 

(p,m) ◄ Pm, (p,m) ◄ P 0 m from PxM to M. Then 

PROPOSITION(2.4.l) These maps constitute an associative 

action of Pon M if and only if: 

(i) a(Pm) • (ap)m • P(am), 

a(P 0 m) • (ap 0 )m • P0 (am); 

(ii) (p + P')m • Pm+ P'm, 

(p + p') 0 m - P0 m + P' 0 m; 

(iii) P (m + m') • Pm + Pm' , 

P 0 (m + m') • P0 m + P
0
m'; 

(iv) (Pm)m' • P(mm'), 

(v) 

m(P 0 m') • P
0

(mm'); 

P(P'm) 

P 0 (P' 0
m) 

- (pp')m, 

-
(vi) P 0 (P'm) • P

1
(P

0
m); 

(vii) (P 0 m)m' • m(Pm'); 

for all a£ A, m,m' £ M, p,p' £ P. v 
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A crossed module in associative algebras (see definition 

(1.3.3)) is a morphism of associative algebras a:M ~ P with 

an associative action of Pon M such that: 

(1) a(Pm) - p(am), 

a(P
0 m) = (am)p; 

(ii) a"'m, = mm', 

amom' = rn' rn: 

for all rn, rn' EM, p E P. 

Suppose given a commutative diag.rarn of associative 

algebras 

in Which there are associative actions of Pon L,M and N 

(hence there are associative actions of Mon Land N, and 

of Non Land M, all via the actions of P), and two 

functions h,h 0 :MXN ~ L. Then 

PROPOSITION(2.3.3) This structure is a crossed square in 

associative algebras (see definition (1.3.10)) if and only 

if: 

(i) each of the maps X,X',O,O' and the composite O'X is 

a crossed module; 

(ii) the maps X,X' preserve the actions of P: 

(iii) ah(rn,n) - h(arn,n) • h(rn,an), 

ah 0 (m,n) • h 0 (am,n) • h 0 (m,an); 

(iv) h(rn + m',n) • h(rn,n) + h(rn',n), 
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h(m,n + n') = h(m,n) + h(m,n'), 

h 0 (m + m' ,n) = h 0 (m,n) + h 0 (m' ,n), 

h 0 (m,n + n') • h 0 (m,n) + h 0 (m,n'); 

(v) Ph(m,n) • h(Pm,n), 

P
0
h 0 (m,n) = h 0 (P 0 m,n), 

P0 h(m,n) • h(m,P 0 n), 

Ph 0 (m,n) • h 0 (m,Pn), 

h(P 0 m,n) • h(m,Pn), 

h 0 (Pm,n) = h 0 (m,P 0 n); 

(Vi) m'h 0 (m,n) - m0 h(m',n), 

n'h(m,n) ~ n°h 0 (m,n'); 

(Vii) Xh(m,n) • mn, 

Xh 0 (m,n) 

~'h(m,n) 

X'h 0 (m,n) 

(Viii) h(m,~l) 

h 0 (m,Xl) 

h(X'l,n) 

h 0 (X'l,n) 

-
-
-

mo n, 

no m, 

nm; 

- m1, 

- mo 1, 

- no 1, 

- n1; 

for all a€ A, 1 e L, m,m' e M, n,n' € N, p e P. v 

We shall not bother to work out the axioms for a crossed 

3-cube in associative algebras! 
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O. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER III 

UNIVERSAL CROSSED n-CUBES 

In this chapter we investigate C_Jtrain universal crossed t-J7 
squares and crossed 3-cubes in groups ($1,2), Lie algebras 

($3), and commutative algebras ($4). The universal crossed 

squares involve notions of non-abelian tensor, anti-

S}'mmetric, and exterior products. We obtain various exact 

sequences involving these non-abelian constructions, 

certain of which will be used in Chapter IV when we look at 

the relevance of crossed squares to homology. 

l. CERTAIN UNIVERSAL CROSSED SQUARES IN GROUPS 

Let M,N be groups such that. t.hare is a group action of M 

(resp. N) on N (res~M). Assume each group acts on itself 

by conjugation. 

Following (B-L] we define the tensor product of M with N 

to be the group M© N which is generated by the elements 

m ~ n, for (m,n) £ MxN, subject to the relations 

(1) mm'@ n - cmm•@ ffln)(m@ n), 

(2) m@ nn' • (m@ n)(nm ® nn•). 

Note that, when the actions of Mand N are trivial, then 

M © N is just the standard tensor product Mab~ Nab of 

abelian groups. 

Form£ M, n £ N, x £Mor N we shall write (mn)x 

instead of rncnx), and (nm)x instead of ncmx). We can 
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consider mn and nm as elements of the free product M*N. 

This abuse of notation is unlikely to cause confusion. The 

tensor product M@ N is of particular interest when the 

actions of Mand N are compatible; i.e. when 

-
'In this case we can interpret m® n as a commutator and we 

can interpret the actions of Mand N as conjugation: 

anything which looks like a universal commutator relation 

is then actually a relation in the tensor product M@ N.' 

Since much of this section is concerned with obtaining 

consequences of relations (1) and (2), it will be helpful 

to have a precise version of this statement. 

The tensor product M@ N admits a group action of N, 

given by 

n' (m 0 n) - n' o. n' m IOI m. 

The resulting semi-direct product (M@ N)xN admits a group 

action of M, given by 

m(l,n) • cm1 (m@ n), n) 

Where m EM, n EN, 1 EM@ N. To see this we note that: 

(i) m'{m(l,n)} 

- cm'm1 m'cm@ n)(m' <» n), n) 

- crn'm1 (m'm@ n), n) 

.... rn'mc1,n); 

(ii) by expanding (mm' f/J nn') in two different ways we 

obtain the identity 

rnncm•@ n')(m ® n) - (m ® n) nrncm' ® n') 

and hence, for any l EM@ N, the identity 

mn1cm@ n) • (m 6iJ n) nm1; 
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it follows that 

m(l,n) mc1 1 ,n 1 ) 

- cm1 (m@ n) nm11 ncm ® n'), nn') 

= crn1 rnn11 (m ~ n) ncm@ n'), nn') 

- (m{l n1 1} (m@ nn'), nn') 

- rn{(l,n)(l',n')}. 

Now the natural inclusions M ➔ ((M@ N)~N)~M), N ➔ 

((M@ N)XN)XM) induce a map <>:M*N ➔ ((M ~ N)~)~M. For 

PE M*N we shall denote by <p> the image of p under<>. 

Form e M we shall denote by <m> the image of m under the 

composite map M ➔ i M*N ➔ <> ((M@ N)xN)xM where i is the 

canonical inclusion. Similarly we shall write <n> for n e 

N. Let t:M@ N ➔ ((M@ N)xN)xM be the natural inclusion. 

As we noted above, the group actions M ➔ Aut M, N ➔ 

Aut M give rise to an action M*N ➔ Aut M. Likewise, there 

is an action of M*N on N and on M@ N. 

Suppose we have an arbitrary generator x of M@ N, which 

is of the form 

x • _ P1m1 P2m2 ••• Ptm1@ q1n 1 q2n 2 ••• q1•n1• 

With m1 e M, n1 e N, Pi,qi e M*N. Then 

LEMMA(3.l.l) If the actions of Mand N are compatible, we 

have 

tx • [<p1m1P1-1> ••• <p1m1p1-1>, <q1n1q1-1> ••• <q1•n1•q1•>J. 

PROOF The generator x can be expanded into a product of 

terms of the form Pm1@ qnj with p,q e M*N, and it suffices 

to check the following identity: 

(a) 
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Note that, for m0 £ M, n 0 £ N, 1 £ M@ N, we have: 

<m 0 >(1,e,e)<m0 >-l • (mol,e,e), 

<n 0 )(1,e,e)<n0 >-1 • (nol,e,e), 

and thus, for q e M*N, we have 

· (q)(l,e,e)<q>-1 • (ql,e,e). 

This last identity, together with the identity 

(Pm® n, e, e) • [<pmp-1), <n>] 

(where me M, n e N) imply identity (a) since: 

(Pm1@ qnj, e, e) 

- (q{q•' Pm1 @ nj}, e, e) 

~ <q>(g·' Pmi ® nj, e, e)<g)-1 using (b) 

• <q>[<q-lpm1p-lq), <nj>]<q>-1 using (a)' 

• [<pmip-1), <qnjq-1)]. 

So it remains to verify (a)'. 

(b) 

( a) ' 

It is routine to verify (a)' for p equal to the identity 

element of M*N. We shall say that pis of length!(!) 1) 

if we can write p ... m1 n 2 ••• m1- 1 n1 or p • n 1 m2 ••• n1 .. -1 .. m1 with 

m1 e M, n1 e N. We shall say that pis of length O if pis 

the identity element. Fix t) O, suppose that pis of 

length 1, and suppose that we have verified identity (a)' 

for the case when pis of length t. For m0 e M we have 

[<m0 pmp-1mo-1>, <n>] 

- <mopmp-i>[<mo>-1,· <n>J <mo>[<pmp-1), <n>][<mo>, <n>J 

- cmopmp-
1

(m0 - 1 @ n), e, e)(m0 Pm@ n, e, e) 

- (ffioPm~ n, e, e) (using compatibility). 

For n 0 e N we have 

[<nopmp-lno-1>, <n>J 

• <n 0 >[<pmp-1>, <no-1nn 0 >]<n0 >-l 

... <n 0 >(Pm@ n 0 - 1nn 0 , e, e)<n0 >-l 
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- ( 0 oPm~ n, e, e). (using (b)) 

Identity (a)', for an arbitrary p, follows by induction. v 

As a typical application of this lemma we give 

EXAMPLE(3.l.2) suppose that the actions of Mand N are 

compatible, and suppose that we wish to verify that the 

relation 

( m ~ n, m' @ n ' ] • m nm-1 @ m' n ' n ' -1 

holds in the tensor product. Then using the lemma we note 

that 

t[m@ n,m'@ n'J 

- t ( m nm-1 @ m' n , n , -1) 

[[(e,e,m),(e,n,e)J,[(e,e,m'),(e,n',e)JJ. 

From now on let us suppose that the groups M,N and their 

actions are obtained from two crossed modules O:M ➔ P, O':N 

~ P. It follows that the actions of Mand N are compatible. 

The.tensor product M<SI> N fits into a crossed square 

). I l 

M ➔O p 

in Which: pacts on M ® N by P(m ® n) •Pm® Pn; the maps 

>.,).' are >.(m@ n) - mn n-1, >.'(m® n) • m nm-1 ; and the 

function h:MxN ◄ M@ N is given by h(m,n) • m<2> n. 

The fact that this structure is a crossed square is 

noted and verified in [B-L]. It is also noted that this 
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crossed square has a defining universal property, namely 

property (1.4.1.ii) for the case n • 2 and C equal to the 

category of groups. 

Following (B-L] we also define the exterior product of M 

With N to be the group MAN generated by the elements 

m An, for (m,n) e MxN, subject to the relations 

(3) mm' An • (mm• A mn)(m An), 

(4) m Ann' • (m A n)(nm Ann'), 

(5) m An • e whenever Om• O'n. 

Thus MAN is a quotient of M@ N. The quotient map M® N 

~MAN preserves the crossed square which contains M® N. 

That is to say, the exterior product MAN also fits into a 

crossed square, and this crossed square has a defining 

universal property. 

It seems reasonable to define the anti-symmetric product 

of M with N to be the group MAN generated by the 

elements m An, for (m,n) e MXN, subject to the relations 

(6) mm' An - (ffim'A mn)(m An), 

(7) m Ann' - (m A n)(nm Ann'), 

(8) m An' - (m' A n)-1 whenever Om• O'n and 

Om' • O 'm'. 

We shall abbreviate the term "anti-symmetric" to 

"asymmetric". 

Clearly MAN is a quotient of M ® N. It can also be 

seen that MAN is a quotient of MAN. Again, the 

quotient map M@N ~MAN preserves the crossed square 

containing M@ N. 
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We note that there .are isomorphisms 

M@ N if N@ M, 

M fl N e! N h M, 

M h N S!! N h M. 

If we are given an extra crossed module 0'':L ~ P, then 

there are two obvious ways of constructing a triple tensor 

Product: in general there is NOT an isomorphism between 

(L@ M)@ N and L ~ (M@ N). A similar remark applies to 

the exterior and asymmetric products. 

It will be convenient to have the notion of an "induced 

crossed square". So in the following diagram of group 

homomorphisms 

L N 

R T 

suppose that the back square is a crossed square, that the 

maps v,v' are crossed modules, and that the two pairs 

(a,o/), (P,o/) are maps of crossed modules. Then the crossed 

square 
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[, * .. s 

R ... v T 

is said to be induced by the above diagram if: 

( i) the.re is a homomorphism p:L .. r,* such that the 

quadruple (a,P,o/,P) is a map of crossed squares; 

(ii) any other map (a,P,o/,p') of crossed squares factors 

uniquely through (a,P,o/,p). 

A routine argument using universal properties shows that 

if L • M '°' N VY (resp. L •MAN, L •MAN), then 

r..,* • R ~ S * . * 1U (resp. L •RAS, L • R ~ S). 

This observation together with the following result will 

be used extensively in this section and in section 4.4. 

i~ h~r-1 c Ukaroc)(J'ke.-,1), 
PROPOSITION(3.l.3) If the maps a,P,o/ are surjectiv~Land if 

the group Lis generated by the image of the function h:MxN 

.. L, then the induced group r..,* is the quotient of L 

obtained by factoring out the subgroup generated by the 

elements h(a,n), h(m,b), with m EM, n EN, a E ker a, 

b £ ker P. 

PROOF The proof is a straightforward check which we omit. v 

rn the remainder of this section we shall give results 

concerned with computing the above tensor, exterior and 

asymmetric products. 

Suppose that the group M contains two subgroups MA, Ma, 
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and that the group N contains two subgroups NA, Na, such 

that OMA• O'NA = A, 0MB • O'NB • B say. The crossed 

modules O:M ➔ P, O':N ➔ P restrict to give us crossed 

modules OA:MA ➔ A, OB:MB ➔ 8, O'A:NA ➔ A, O'B:NB ➔ B. We 

can thus construct the groups MA® NA, Ms® Na. The 

inclusions MA ➔ M, NA ➔ N induce a map LA:MA@ NA ◄ M@ N; 

similarly there is a map LB:MB (J NB ◄ M® N. 

Let <MA,Ns> be the subgroup of M © N generated by the 

elements a 0 @ b1 , b 0 ® a 1 with (a 0 ,b1) e MAXNB, (bo,a1) e 

M5xNA. Then we have the useful 

LEMMA(3.l.4) An arbitrary element x e M@ N can be written 

as a product of elements 

X • UVW 

With u € lA(MA@ NA), V € <MA,Na>, w € La(Ma ® Na)- This 

assertion also holds if we replace the tensor product with 

either the exterior product or the asymmetric product. 

PROOF We shall just consider the tensor product case. 

Using lemma (3.1.1) we can see immediately that the 

following identities hold in M@ N: 

(9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

(12) 

( 13) 

acao ~ ai) - aao@ aa1, 

b(ao @ a1) - (b@ aoa1 a 1- 1 )(ao 6s' a1), 

acao @ b1) - (aa0 @ b1)(a~ ® b1)-l, 

b(ao@ b1) - (ao @ b)-1 (a 0 @ bb1), 

-
(a

0
@ bob 1 b 1-l)-l(a0 ® bob1 b1-l b1')(bo@ b1), 

(14) (b 0 @ b 1)(b0 '@ a1) = 

(bo b1b 0 -l b0 '@ a1)(bo b1bo-l ® a1)-l(bo@ b1), 

(lS) -
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(b 0 b1b 0 -l@ aoa 1-l a 1 )(a0 (8) a 1 )(b0 0 b 1 ), 

Where ao EMA, bo,bo' E MB, al ENA, b1,b1' E NB, and where 

a EMA or NA, be MB or NB as appropriate. 

Let x0 @ x1 be a generator of M®N, with x 0 • 

aobo••·ao'b 0 ', x 1 - a 1b 1 ••• a 1 'b1 '. By repeated application 

of the product rules (1) and (2) we see that x 0 @ x 1 can be 

Written as a product of elements of the form P(a0 @ a 1), 

P(bo ~ b1), P(a0 @ b 1 ), P(b 0 ® a 1 ) with p e P. Each 

element of this form can be broken down into a product of 

elements of the same type, without exponent p appear.ing, by 

tepeated use of rules (9),(10),(11),(12) and the duals of 

these rules. Thus any element x of M@ N can be written as 

a product of terms (a0 @ a 1), (b 0 4?I b1), (a0 ® b1), 

(bo ® b1). 

Assume that xis written as such a product. Now take 

each term b 0 @ b 1 and commute it to the right (beginning 

With the farthermost right one and proceed one at a time) 

Using the rules (13),(14),(15). When this has been done, 

take each term a 0 @ a 1 and commute it to the left using the 

duals of the rules (13),(14),(15). This gives us x written 

as a product uvw as required. V 

Let X :M @ N .. N, x' :M@ N ... M be the maps m ~ n ... 

mn n-1, m@ n .. m nm-1 and define 

113(M ~ N) • ker(X:M fl) N ◄ N) n ker(X' :M@ N ◄ M). 

Similarly define 

113(M AN) • ker(X:M AN ... N) n ker(X':M AN ... M), 

113(M AN) • ker(X:M ~ N .. N) n ker(X':M AN ... M). 

(This notation is in keeping with the topological 
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significance of crossed squares since, if a space Xis the 

classifying space (see [LJ) of a crossed square 

then "3X e ker X n ker X'.) 

PROPOSITION(3.l.5) The function. 

(MA~ NA) X (Ms® Ns) ➔ M® N, (x,y) ➔ (lAX)(lBY) 

induces homomorphisms 

(i) "3(MA@ NA) x "3(Ms@ Na) ➔ "3(M@ N), 

(ii) "3(MA A NA) x "3(Ms A Na) ➔ "3(M AN), 

(iii) rr3(MA A NA) X "3(MB A NB) ➔ "3(M ~ N). 

PROOF (f (x,y) is an element of "3(MA ® NA) x rr3(MB ® NB) 

then clearly (lAX)(lBY) is an element of rr3(M ® N). Now 

rr3(M ® N) lies in the kernel of a crossed module, and is 

therefore abelian. rt follows that map (i) (and similarly 

maps (ii) and (iii)) is a homomorphism. v 

For an arbitrary group G we shall denote by o®o, 

O Ao, GAO the tensor, exterior and asymmetric products 

belonging to the crossed squares 

G @ G .. G G A G .. G 

l D l I 

0 C 0 0 • 0 G • G 
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PROPOSITION(3.l.6) Let G be an arbitrary group and let 

iA:A .... G, iB:B .... G, a:G .... A, P:G .... B be homomorphisms 

satisfying: 

Then the three maps of proposition (3.1.5) 

(i) 113(A ® A) X 113(B@ B) .... 113(G ® G), 

(ii) 113(A A A) X 113(B AB) .... 113(G AG), 

(iii) 113(A A A) x 113(B AB) .... 113(G AG), 

are injective. 

PROOF we shall just consider case (i). The map a induces 

' a map att:113 (G@ G) .... 113(A@A), and the map P induces a map 

P1:113(G@ G) .... 113(B ®B). The map (a1,P1):113(G@ G) .... 

113(A@ A) x 113(B@ B) is readily seen to be a splitting of 

map ( i). v 

PROPOSITION(3.1.7) Let G • A*B be the free product of 

groups A and B. Then the three maps of proposition (3.1.5) 

( i) 113(A@ A) X 113(B@ B) .... 113(G®G), 

(ii) 113(A A A) X 113(B AB) .... 113(G AG), 

(iii) 113(A A A) X 113(B AB) .... 113(G AG). 

are injective. Maps (ii) and (iii) are surjective. 

PROOF The injectivity of these maps follows from 

proposition (3.1.6). We shall prove map (iii) surjective. 

Let x € 113(G ~ G). By lemma (3.1.4) we can assume that x • 

uvw with u € tA(A ~ A), w € tB(B AB), and (using rule (8)) 

with v a product of terms (ao ~ b1 )±1. It follows that u £ 

'A7TJ(A A A)), w € ,a113(B AB), and that the image of Vin G 

is trivial. Since the subgroup [A,B] c G is free on the 

commutators [a,b] with a£ A\{e}, b € B\{e}, it follows 

that v must be trivial. Hence map (iii) is surjective. 
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► 

To prove map (ii) surjective it suffices to note that 

~ule (8) holds in the exterior product, and hence that the 

preceeding argument is valid for the exterior product. v 

EXAMPLE(3.l.8) Let F1 be the free group of rank 1. It is 

easy to see that in this case the exterior product F1 A F1 

is trivial. Let Fn be the free group of rank n. That is 

Fn is then-fold free product of n copies of F1. It 

follows from proposition (3.1.7) that ker(Fn A Fn ◄~ Fn) is 

trivial, and hence that ker(F AF ◄~ F) is trivial for an 

arbitrary free group F. Thus there is an isomorphism FA F 

~ [F,F]. This presentation of the commutator subgroup of a 

free group is essentially the presentation given by 

C. Miller (M] (see also [Ho]). (Indeed, the arguments used 

in the proofs of lemma (3.1.4) and proposition (3.1.7) are 

modifications of Miller's arguments.) This presentation is 

also obtained in [B-L] as a corollary to the van Kampen 

type theorem for squares of maps. 

EXAMPLE(3.l.9) It is easy to see that the asymmetric 

product F1 A F1 is isomorphic to Z2 the group of order 2. 

It follows from proposition (3.1.7) that ker(Fn A Fn ~ Fn) 

is the direct sum of n copies of Z2. 

PROPOSITION(3.l.10) Let G • AXB be the direct product of 

groups A and B. Then there are isomorphisms 

(i) "3(A A A) X "3(8 AB) X Aab @z 5ab s "J(G A G), 

(ii) "3(A A A) X "3(B ~ B) x~~ 8ab s "3(G ~ G). 

PROOF We shall just consider case (i). Note that by 
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proposition (3.1.7) there is an injection t:1r3(A A A) x 

773 (B A B) ◄ 773 (G A G). There is a .. homomorphism 

¢:Aab <2'z Bab ➔ 1r3 (G AG), (a,b) ◄ a Ab. For (x,y,z) e 

1T3(A A A) x 1r3(B AB) x Aab @z Bab, set 0(x,y,z) • 

~(x,y)~z. Clearly 6 is a homomorphism. Let a#:1T3(G AG) ◄ 

1r3(A A A) be the map induced by the projection G ◄ A, and 

let P1:1r3(G AG) ◄ 1r3(B AB) be the map induced by the 

projection G ◄ B. Let o/:G AG ◄ Aab @z sab be the map 

(a,b) A (a',b') ◄ a[A,AJ@ b[B,BJ, and let o/#:1T3(G AG) ◄ 

Aab @z Bab be the restriction of o/. The map (a1,P#,o/#) is 

a splitting of the map e. Hence 6 is injective. To show 

that e is surjective suppose we have an arbitrary element x 

e 1r3(G AG). By lemma (3.1.4) we can write x as a product 

X - uvw with u E 'A(A A A), w E ts(B AB) and VE 

¢(Aab @z Bab). But clearly uw is in the image of the map 

t. rt follows that e is surjective. v 

We shall now investigate the kernels of the quotient 

maps M @ N ◄ M A N, M A N ➔ M A N. 

Let 

MXpN .. 1r1 N 

M .. o p 

be the pullback square. (It is interesting, but not of 

relevance here, to note that this square has a natural 

structure of a crossed square.) Let {M,N} be the subgroup 

of MXpN generated by the elements (m nm-1,::-.-- mnn~b) with m e 
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M, n e N. This subgroup is normal. 

We can define a function MXpN ◄ M ® N, (m,n) ◄ m ® n. 

One can check that this function induces a function from 

MXpN/{M,N} to M@ N (see [B-L]). There is also, 

therefore, a function from MXpN/{M,N} to MAN. 1 J 
w.c ~U~ tf>·L.l t1 

In order to analyse the kernel of M® N ➔ MA NLrecall 

the definition of Whitehead's r-functor [W2], which is the 

"universal quadratic functor" from abelian groups to 

abelian groups. Let A be an abelian group. Then rA is the 

abelian group with generators ,ya, for a e A, and the 

following relations: 

(i) 'Y(-a) • ,ya, 

(ii) if P(a,b) • o/(a+b) - 'Ya - 'Yb, for a,b e B, then 

P:AXA ➔ rA is biadditive. 

PROPOSITION(3.l.ll) (B-L] The quotient group MxpN/{M,N} is 

abelian, and there is an exact sequence 

r(MXpN/{M,N}) ➔~ M ® N ➔ M h N ➔ 1 

where ~(o/(m,n)) • m@ n. Also,~ has central image. 

PROOF The proof, which is a straightforward algebraic 

one, is given in (B-L]. V 

PROPOSITION(3.l.12) There is an exact sequence 

MxpN/{M,N} @z Z2 ◄~• M h N ◄ M h N ◄ l 

where ~•(m,n) • (m h n). 

PROOF We have already noted that the function MXpN/{M,N} ◄ 

M ~ N, (m,n) ➔ m@ n is well defined. It is a homomorphism 

since 
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(mm' Ann')• (m' A n)(m A n')(m A n)(m' An') 

= (m ~ n)(m' An') 

for (m,n), (m',n') € MXpN. When m • m' and 

that 

(mm Ann) • e. 

n = n' we see 

It follows that t' is a homomorphism. Clearly t' maps onto 

the kernel of the quotient map MAN ◄ MAN. v 

EXAMPLE ( 3. 1. 13) The.re is an exact sequence 

Gab @z z2 ➔'' G ~ G ◄ GAG ➔ 1. 

This particular case is given in [DJ. For this case it is 

also shown in (DJ that the map t' is injective and has a 

splitting. In general there is no reason to expect t' to 

be injective. 

We shall end this section with two exact sequences, one 

involving the exterior product, the other involving the 

asymmetric product. The sequence involving the exterior 

product has been obtained previously as a consequence of 

the van Kampen theorem for squares of maps [B-L] and is of 

relevance to the homology of groups. In Chapter IV we 

shall explain this relevance using ptirely algebraic 

techniques. 

THEOREM(3.l.14) Let M,N be normal subgroups of a group G 

such that G • MN the group product of the subgroups. Then 

there is an exact sequence 

"3(M AN) ◄ts "3(G AG) ◄t, "3(G/M A G/M) X "3(G/N A G/N) 

➔t3 MnN/[M,N] ➔'2 Gab ➔'1 (G/M)ab X (G/N)ab ◄ 1. 
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Also, by replacing the exterior product sign A with the 

asymmetric product A, we obtain another exact sequence. 

PROOF we shall just consider the case of the exterior 

product. It will be convenient to have the following 

notation: if His a group with two normal subgroups Ho, H1 

then we shall denote by <H 0 ,H1>H the subgroup of HA H 

generated by the elements ho A hi with h 0 E H0 , hi€ Hi. 

We must define the maps ti• 

The map t1• Let T1:Gab ➔ (G/M)ab, T2 :Gab ➔ (G/N)ab be the 

quotient maps, and define ti• (Ti,T2 ). 

The map t,. This map is induced by the inclusion MnN ◄ G. 

The map ta• Note that G/M is isomorphic to N/MnN. It 

follows from proposition (3.1.3) that G/M AG/Mis 

isomorphic to NA N/<N,NnM>N- There is a commutative 

diagram 

1 

" 
ker c' ~ "3(G/M A G/M) 

" 
1 ◄ <N,NnM>N ◄ NAN ◄ NA N/<N,NnM>N ◄ 1 

1 ➔ MnN ➔ N ➔ N/MnN ➔ 1 

in which c(n An')• [n,n'], and in which the rows and 

columns are exact. The diagram gives rise to a map 

r 3 :rr3(G/M A G/M) ◄ [N,N]nM/[N,MnN]. Similarly there is a 

map r,:"3(G/N A G/N) ➔ [M,M]nN/[M,MnN]. Let 

t:[N,N]nM/[N,MnN] ➔ MnN/[M,N] be the map induced by the 
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► 

inclusion [N,N]nM ➔ MnN, let l':[M,M]nN/[M,MnNJ ➔ MnN/[M,NJ 

be induced by the inclusion [M,M]nN ➔ MnN, and define y 3 to 

be the map ~3(x,y) - (lT3X)(L'T4y). 

The map t,. Let r 5 :"3(G AG) ➔ "J(G/M A G/M) be the map 

induced by the quotient map G ➔ G/M, and let r 6 :"3(G AG) ➔ 

"3(G/N A G/N) be induced by the quotient map G ➔ G/N. 

Define y, • (T5,T5) 

The map ts• This map is induced by the inclusions M ➔ G 

and N ◄ G. 

We must now check exactness. 

Let x • (gM[G,GJ, g'N[G,GJ) be an arbitrary element of 

(G/M)ab x (G/N)ab. Since G • MN we can assume that g • mn, 

g' • m'n' for some m,m' £ M, n,n' £ N. The element 

nm'[G,G] in Gab is mapped onto x by y 1 • Thus y1 is 

surjective. 

The kernel of Y1 is MnN/[G,G)nMnN. Certainly the image 

of ~ 2 is equal to the Kernel of y 1 • 

The kernel of Y2 is (G,G)nMnN/[M,N]. Denote by K the 

group ([M,M]nN)([N,N)nM)/[M,M][N,N]n[M,N]. To see that the 

image of y3 is equal to the kernel of ~2 we have only to 

show that there is a commutative diagram of groups 

"3(G/M A G/M) X "J(G/N A G/N) 

la 

K 

MnN/[M,N] 

Ti 

ker ~ 2 

in which a and Pare surjective and i is the inclusion. 

Let p:[N,N]nM/[N,MnN] ➔ K be the map induced by the 

inclusion [N,N]nM ➔ ([M,M]nN)([N,N]nM), and let 
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P':[M,M]nN/[M,MnN] ◄ K be induced by the inclusion [M,M)nN 

➔ ([M,M)nN)([N,N)nM). Then a is defined by a(x,y) • 

(pr 3 x)(p'r,y) where r 3 ,r, are given above. The map a is 

surjective since the maps r 3 ,r,,p,p' are all surjective. 

The map pis induced by the inclusion ([M,M]nN)([N,N]nM) ◄ 

(G,G]nMnN. To see that Pis surjective it suffices to note 

that [G,G] = [M,M][N,N][M,NJ, and that [M,MJ[N,N]nMnN • 

([M,M]nN)([N,N]nM). 

We now aim to show that the kernel of ~ 3 is equal to the 

image of~,. The following commutative diagram of 

canonical maps 

1 ◄ ker; G h G/<M,N)o ➔; G/MnN 

' ' 
GA G/(G,M)o ➔ G/M 

1 ◄ "J(G/M A G/M) G/M h G/M G/M 

(where; is induced by the map GAG ➔ G, g Ag' ◄ [g,g')) 

gives rise to a map T7:ker; ◄ "J(G/M A G/M). Similarly we 

have a map r 8 :ker; ◄ rr3(G/N h G/N). 

Consider the commutative diagram 

t(T7,T9) 

ker; ◄ 

Where~ is induced by the quotient map G h G ◄ 

n 

MnN/[M,N] 

G h G/<~,M>o, and L is the inclusion. It is readily seen 
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that~ is surjective. To prove that the kernel of fa is 

equal to the image of f 4 it suffices to show that the map 

(r1,r 8) is surjective: let (x,y) be an arbitrary element 

of "3(G/M A G/M) x "3(G/N A G/N); since G • MN we can 

assume that xis a product x • (n1M A n1'M) .•. (n1M A n1'M) 

With n1,n1' £ N, and that y is a product y • (m1N A m1'N) .• 

•. (m1N A m1'N) with m1,m1' £ M; the element 

(n1 A n1') .•• (n1 A n1')(m1 A m1') ••• (m1 A m1')<M,N>c of 

ker ¢ is mapped onto (x,y) by (T7,T9). Thus (r7 ,r8 ) is 

surjective. 

We now want to show that the image offs is equal to the 

kernel of t 4 • By proposition (3.1.3) there are 

isomorphisms G/M AG/Ms GA G/(G,M)c and G/N A G/N ~ 

GA G/(G,N>o- It is thus clear that the kernel of t 4 is 

the intersection <G,M>o n <G,N>c n "3(G AG). We shall 

Bhow that (G,M>c n (G,N)c - <M,N>c, and it will then be 

clear that the image of ts is the kernel of t 4 • 

Certainly <G,M>o n <G,N>o ~ <M,N>o. Suppose that x £ 

<G,M>o n <G,N>o. Since G • MN and since x £ <G,M>o, we can 

Write x as a product x • XoX1 with x 0 £ <M,M>c n <G,N>c and 

x1 £ <M,N>o. Note that Xo is in the kernel of the canonical 

map <M,M)o ➔ GAG ➔ GA G/(G,N)o g MA M/<M,MnN>M- Thus 

x0 £ <M,MnN>c and hence x £ <M,N>c. v 

Suppose in this last theorem that we have N - G. We can 

extend the exact sequence(s) by two terms since, if we have 

a commutative diagram of groups 
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l l 

" 
R • R 

" 
l ... s ... F 

" 
l .. M ... G 

" 
l l 

\ 

in which the rows and columns are exact, and the group Fis 

free, then 

THEOREM(3.l.15) There is an exact sequence 

"3(F AR) ... ~, "3(F AS) ... ~6 "3(0 AM) ... ~s "3(G AG) . 

where ~ 5 is as in the preceding proposition. Again, by 

replacing the exterior product sign A with the asymmetric 

product A, we obtain another exact sequence. 

PROOF Using proposition (3.1.3) we see that we have a 

commutative diagram of canonical maps 

1 1 1 1 

" " " " 
"3(F A R) "3(F A S) "3(0 AM) "3(0 AG) 

" " " " 
F I\. R .. F AS .. F A S/(F,R) .. F A F/(F,R)p 

" .ic " " 
F - F ... F/R - F/R 
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► 

in which the columns are exact, in which <F,R> denotes the 

subgroup of FAS generated by the elements f Ar with f e 

F, r ER, and in which c is the map f As ◄ [f,s]. This 

diagram induces the maps 1s,16 ,t7 • We must check exactness. 

Suppose xis an element in the kernel of 1 5 • We can 

represent x by an element <x> of FAS, and we have c<x> e 

(F,R]. There exists an <x>' £ <F,R) such that c<x>' • 

c<x>-1. The product <x><x>' E "3(F AS) also represents 

x. Thus y6 maps onto the kernel of 1 5 • 

Clearly the image of 1 7 is equal to the kernel of 1 6 • v 

2. A UNIVERSAL CROSSED 3-CUBE IN GROUPS 

We shall now look at the "3-dimensional" analogue of the 

tensor product of groups of the preceding section. 

Suppose given a diagram of groups 

vp 

N----VQ7Q 

M 
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► 

in which s acts on each of the other groups in such a way 

that each of the three faces has a crossed square 

structure. We want to construct a group T and maps AL:T ➔ 

L, AM:T ◄ M, AN:T ◄ N, such that the resulting cubical 

diagram is a crossed 3-cube with the following defining 

universal property (see proposition (1.4.1)): for any 

other group T' and maps AL', AM', AN' such that the 

resulting cubical diagram is a crossed 3-cube, there is a 

unique map T ➔ T' of crossed 3-cubes. We shall call T the 

cubical tensor product of the above diagram. 

Let To be the group generated by the elements 

q @1 1, p ®2 m, n @3 r 

where (q,l) e QXL, (p,m) e PxM, (n,r) e NxR, subject to the 

following relations: (All actions are assumed to be via s, 

and we write 8 (x @1 y) instead of 8 x <»1 Sy.) 

( i) q @1 11' - (g ®1 1) l(g ®1 l') , 

qq' @1 1 • q(q' @1 1) (q ®1 l), 

pp' ®2 m - P(p' ®2 m)(p ®2 m), 

P @2 mm' - (p ®2 m) m(p ®2 m'), 

nn' ®3 r .. n ( n ' @3 r ) ( n (!J3 r), 

n ®3 rr' - (n 03 r) rcn @3 r') ; 

(ii) (p 02 m) (g ®1 l)(p @2 m)-1 - [p,m)(g ~l l) , 

(n @3 r) (g ®1 l)(n ®3 r)-1 - [n,r] (g i1 l) , 

(q ®1 l) (p ®2 m)(q@l 1,-1 - [q,l](p &2 m), 

(n @3 r) (p @2 m) (n (8)3 r)-1 - [n,r] (p 02 m), 

(q ~l l)(n @3 r) (q 6?11 1)-l - [q,l](n &ta r), 
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► 

(iii) VQ(Pm m-1) @1 1 - (p ®2 m) l(p ®2 m)-1, 

vo(n rn-1) @1 1 - (n®a r) l(n ®a r)-1, 

vp(ql l - 1) @2 m - (q ®1 1) ID(q @1 1)-1, 

vp(n rn-1) @2 m - (n ®a r) men ®a r)-1, 

n ®a VR(Pm m-1) - O(p ~ m) (p ©.z m)-1, 

n@a llR(ql 1-l) - n(q ©1 l) (g ©1 1,-1, 

p @2 h(q,vRl) - P(q @1 1) (q ®1 1)-1, 

p @2 h(von,r) = P(n @3 r) (n @3 r)-1, 

q ®1 h(p,VRm) - q(p ~2 m) (p ©2 m)-1, 

q ®1 h(vpn,r) - q(n@a r) (n @3 r)-1, 

h(vpl,g) @3 r - (l @1 g) r ( l ®1 g)-1, 

h(p,vom) @a r - (p ®2 m) rep @2 m)-1~ 

( iv) ( (vpn) (vpl) ®2 m) ( (v~) (vQn) G,1 1) 

= (n ~3 (VRl)(VRm)) , 

(v) q(h(p,q-1)-1 ®a r) 

• P(q ~ 1 h(p-1,r)) r(p @2 h(q,r-1)-1) ; 

(vi) VQm ®1 1 • (vpl @2 m)-1, 

vpn @2 m • n ®a VRm, 

VQn @1 l • n @a VRl; 

for .all 1,1' e L, m,m' e M, n,n' e N, p,p' e P, q,q' e Q, 

r,r' e R. 
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Note that there is a group action of Son T0 given by 

S(q ®1 1) = Sq @1 s1, 

S(p @2 m) - Sp @2 Bm, 

B(n ~3 r) • sn ®3 sr. 

generators by 

).r_.(q <&>1 1) • q1 1-l, 

).L(P ®2 m) = h ( p, VRm) , 

>-L(n @3 r) - h(vpn,r), 

).M(g ©1 1) - h(g,vRl), 

>-M(P @2 m) ... Pm m-1 , 

>-M(n @3 r) - h(von,r), 

).N(q @1 1) .. h(vpl,q)-l, 

).N(P ~2 m) - h(p, vom), 

>-N(n ®3 r) - rn-1 n • 

rt is routine to check that these maps are well defined. 

Let us def i.ne three functions 

h: QXL -+ T O , ( g, l) ... g @ 1 1, 

h:PXM-+ To, (p,m) ... p ©2 m, 

h:NxR ... To, (n,r) ... n@a r. 

PROPOSIT[ON(3.2.l) The group To is the cubical tensor 

product of diagram(*). 

PROOF We must check that the above cubical st"ructure is a 

crossed 3-cube. 

Note that the cubical diagram is commutative, and that 

axiom (2.1.3.iv) holds. Axioms (2.1.3,ii,iii,v) follow 

respectively from the identities (iv,v,vi) above. It 

remains to check rule (2.1.3.i). 
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Consider the square 

To A ... M M 

Forte To, re R we clearly have AL(rt) • rAL(t). For 

t,t' e To we have (using the first two identities of (i), 

and the first two identities of (ii) above) that (Att)t• • 

tt• t-1. Thus AL (and similarly AM) is a crossed module 

and preserves the action of R. The function h:LXM ... To, 

(l,m) ◄ vpl ®2 m certainly satisfies axioms (2.1.2,iii, 

iv,v,). Axiom (2.1.2.vi) follows from (iii) above. Thus 

the square under consideration is a crossed square. 

Similarly the square 

r .. s 

ta a crossed square. By symmetry it follows that rule 

(2.1.3.i) holds. Hence the cubical structure under 

conaideration is a crossed 3-cube. This crossed 3-cube 

clearly has the required universal property. v 

In certain special cases the cubical tensor product has 

a simpler presentation. 

EXAMPLE(3.2.2) Suppose that all maps in(*) are trivial. 
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It follows that each of the groups L,M,N,P,Q,R is abelian, 

and that all actions are trivial, and that the cubical 

tensor product Tis the quotient of the direct sum of 

(standard, abelian) tensor products 

T - (Q @oz L) © (P @z M) $ (N ©z R) / • 

obtained by factoring out the relations 

(h(p,g-1)-1 ® r) - (g ® h(p-1,r)) + (p ® h(q,r-1)-1), 

or equivalently the relations 

(h(p,q) ~ r) • (p@ h(g,r)) - (q (f!J h(p,r)), 

where p e P, g e Q, re R. 

EXAMPLE(3.2.3) Suppose that all the maps in(*) are 

trivial, and that L - p @z R, M - Q @z R, N - p @z Q 

(where these are standar.d tensor products of abelian 

groups). From the preceding example we see that the 

cubical tensor product i.n this case is the quotient 

T • (Q @oz (P @z R)) @ (P @z (Q ©z R)) e ( (P ®z Q) ®z R) /· 

obtained by factoring the relations 

((p~ g)@ r) • (p@ (g(j7 r)) - (g~ (pc» r)), 

where p e P, q e Q, re R. 

That is, the cubi.cal tensor product Tis isomorphic to 

(P @z Q @z R) G) (P ®°L Q @z R). 

PROPOSITION(3.2.4) Suppose that the maps vp,VQ,VR in 

diagram(*) are surjective, and let T' be the group with a 

presentation consisting of generators g ® l for (g,l) e 

QxL, and relations: 

(i) g@ 11' • (g0 l) l(g® l') 

qq' @ 1 • q(q' (8) 1) (q @ 1): 
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• (ii) q@l • q®l' whenever vpl • vp1 or VRl • VRl'; 

whenever vpl • vpn and 

for all 1,1' € L, m € M, n € N, q,q' € Q. Then T' is the 

cubical tensor product of the diagram(*). 

PROOF Let To be the cubical tensor product with the 

presentation of proposition (3.2.1). There is certainly a 

homomorphism 1':T' ➔ T 0 given on generators by q <» l ➔ 

q @ 1 l. We must construct an inverse to~-

Let us construct a set map V' from the generators of To 

to the group T' by defining 

1'' (q Ol 1 l) • g <8 1, 

.,'(p ~ 2 m) • (vQm 0 1)-1 

1'' ( n ~ 3 r) • VQn ® 1 

for le L such that vpl • p, 

for l £ L such that vRl • r. 

It is clear that V' is independent of any choices. It is 

also clear that if we extend V' to a map from the free 

group on the generators of To to T', then.,, annihilates 

the relations (i),(ii),(iii) and (vi) of the presentation 

of T0 • It remains to check that.,, also annihilates 

relations (iv) and (v). That is, we must check that the 

following identities hold in T': 

VQn@ lx • (VQm@ yl)-1 ((VQm)(vQn)@ 1) 

for x,y,l € L, me M, n £ N with VRX • VRm and vpy - vpn; 

and 

for u,v e L, q e Q. 

The check is done in Appendix I[I, verifications (1) and 

(2). V 
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EXAMPLE(3.2.5) Suppose that L • M - N • P • Q • R • S (• G 

say), and that all maps in(*) are the identity. Then it 

fol.lows from proposition (3.2.4) that the cubical tensor 

product in this case is isomorphic to the asymmetr.ic 

product GAG introduced in the last section. 

3. SOME UNIVERSAL CROSSED SQUARES IN LIE ALGEBRAS 

Let us fix a commutative ring A (with unit), and assume 

all Lie algebras to be over A. 

We shall begin this section by recalling the 

construction of a free Lie algebra. 

A set V with a map vxv ➔ V, (v,v') ➔ vv', is called a 

magma. Given an arbitrary set X we can construct a magma 

Vx: let {Xn} be the family of sets with X1 - x and Xn (n) 

2) the disjoint union of the sets XpXXq such that p + g -

n; let Vx be the disjoint union of the sets Xn, and let 

Vxxvx ➔ Vx be the map induced by the canonical map XpXXq ➔ 

Xp+g c Vx. The magma Vx is called the free magma on x. 
Given an arbitrary magma V we can construct the free 

A-algebra FV whose elements a are finite sums a - Eavv 

with av EA, v EV; the multiplication in FV extends the 

multiplication in V. 

Let I be the two sided ideal of FV generated by the 

elements aa, (aP)o/ + (Po/)a + (o/a)P with a,P,o/ e FV. Let 

LV be the quotient FV/I. LV is a Lie algebra. The Lie 

algebra LVx is called the free Lie algebra on x. 

Let M,N be Lie algebras such that there is a Lie action 

of M (resp. N) on N (resp. M). We define their tensor 
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product M@ N to be the quotient algebra LV(MxN)/J where 

LV(MXN) is the free Lie algebra on the set of elements 

m@ n with (m,n) e MxN, and where J is the ideal generated 

by the relations 

(i) a(m@ n) • am~ n • m ® an; 

(ii) (m + m') 0 n • m@ n + m' 0 n, 

m @ (n + n') = m fl) n + m ® n'; 

(iii) [m,m']@ n • m ® m'n - m'@ mn, 

m ~ [n,n'] • n'm@ n - nm@ n'; i-1) !~ti,"''®"'].: (-"rw1 ®"'~•); 

for a e A, m,m' e M, n,n' e N. 

Note that if the actions of Mand N are trivial (i.e. 

if rnn - o, nm• 0 for all rn EM, n EN) then the tensor 

product M@ N is just the standard tensor product of 

A-modules Mab~ Nab, where Mab• M/[M,M], Nab• N/[N,N]. 

suppose that the r,ie algebras M,N and their actions are 

obtained from crossed modules O:M ◄ P, O':N ◄ P. Then it 

is routine to show that the tensor product M~ N fits into 

a crossed square 

M 0 N ◄~ N 

M ◄O p 

in which: the action of Pon M~ N is given by 

P (m ~ n) • Pm @ n + m @ Pn; 

the maps~,~• are given respectively by m~ n ➔ rnn, m© n ➔ 

- nm; the.function h:MxN ◄ M@ N is (m,n) ◄ m@ n. 

This crossed square has a defining universal property 
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(cf. proposition (1.4.1)). 

We define the exterior product~ h N to be the quotient 

of M ® N obtained by factoring out the relations: 

( v) m @ n • O , whenever Om • O 'n. 

We shall denote by m h n the element of Ml\ N which is 

represented by the element m@ n in M@ N. 

The crossed square containing M<i' N is preserved by the 

quotient map M@ N .. M h N. Thus the exterior product 

Ml\ N also fits into a crossed square. 

Given an arbitrary Lie algebra L, we shall denote by 

L h L the exterior product belonging to the crossed square 

f..,l\L .. L 

' u 

L • L 

PROPOSITION(3.3.l) Let LVx be the free Lie algebra on some 

set x. Then there is a Lie isomorphism 

[LVx, LVx] ~ LVx l\ LVx. 

PROOF The universal property of the exterior product gives 

us a homomorphism ~:LVx h LVx ➔ [LVx,LVx], 1 ht' ➔ 

[1,1']. We need to construct an inverse to~-

Let Vx be the free magma on X and let Vx1 - Vx\X be the 

submagma obtained by excluding the set X. Let (FVx)(FVx) 
'i be the subalgebra of the free algebra FVx generated(those 

e.l~~t~k.. «, o.>t,c1 Cr..-" L.c. w,-i*~"' o.~ ~ prJ"'J al'='- oforJ, w\~L el.r,
1

o/. 1 e-
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FVx. There is a canonical isomorphism (FVx)(FVx) s FVx1. 

The ideal r c FVx which is generated by the elements aa, 

(aP)o/ + (Po/)a + (o/a)P with a,P,o/ e FVx, is contained in 

(FVx)(FVx). Let r• c FVx1 be the isomorphic image of I. 

Then [LVx,LVx] is isomorphic to FVx1/J'. 

Each element we Vx1 can be expressed uniquely as a 

product w - uv with u,v e Vx. The set map Vx1 ➔ LVx A LVx, 

w .. u A v extends to a 0:,, i• homomorph ism </>' : FVx 1 ... 

LVx A LVx. It is readily verified that</>' induces a 

homomorphism </):[LVx,LVx] ~ FVx1/J' ➔ LVx A LVx. The 

homomorphism¢ is the inverse of~- v 

Note that the Lie algebra analogue of proposition 

(3. 1.3) can easily be proved. Also, a str.ai.ght forward 

translation of our group theoretic arguments gives us 

THEOREM(3.3.2) Let C be a Lie algebra containing two 

ideals M,N such that any element g e C can be written as a 

sum g - m + n with m EM, n EN. Then there is an exact 

sequence: 

"3(M AN) ➔ "3(C AC) ➔ "3(C/M A C/M) (3) "3(C/N A C/N) ➔ 

➔ MnN/[M,N] ➔ cab ➔ (C/M)ab G> (C/N)ab ➔ o 

Where cab• C/[C,C] and "3(M AN)• ker(M AN ➔ M, m An ➔ 

[m,n]) etc. v 
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4. A CJN[VERSAL CROSSED SQUARE IN COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS 

Let us fix a commutative ring A (with unit), and assume 

all commutative algebras to be over A. 

The free commutative algebra CVx on a set Xis the 

quotient FVx/I where FVx is the free algebra on X (see $3) 

and I is the two sided ideal generated by the relations aP 

- Pa, (aP)o/ • a(Po/) for a,P,o/ € FVx. 

Suppose given two crossed modules in commutative 

algebras O:M ➔ P, O':N ➔ P. We define their tensor product 

M@ N to be the quotient algebra CV(MXN)/J where CV(MXN) 

is the free commutative algebra on the set of elements 

rn ~ n with (m, n) € MxN, and where J. is the ideal gener.ated 

by the relations 

(i) a(m ~ n) • am~ n • m 0 an; 

(ii) (rn+m')®n • rn®n+m'Gn, 

m@ (n + n') • m ® n + m ® n'; 

(iii) (rn0 n)(rn' ® n') • (mm'® nn'); 

(iv) Pm '1J n • m® Pn; 

for m,m' € M, n,n' € N, p € P. 

It is routine to show that the tensor product M~ N fits 

into a crossed square 

M ~ N .,.X N 

M .,.0 p 
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in which: the action of Pon M® N is given by 

P(m ® n) • Pm 0 n • m® Pn; 

the maps A,A' are given respectively by m@ n ➔ mn, m~ n ➔ 

nm; the function h:MxN ➔ M(g)N is (m,n) ➔ m~ n. 

This crossed square has a defining universal property 

(cf. proposition (1.4.1)). 

A possible notion of an exterior product MAN of M with 

N is obtained as a quotient of M<2> N by factoring out the 

relations 

(v) m@ n • m'@ n' whenever Om• O'n' and Om' = O'n. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CROSSED MODULES, CROSSED SQUARES AND HOMOLOGY 

0. INTRODUCTION 

Crossed modules and crossed complexes have been used for 

some time now to give interpretations of cohomology of 

groups and algebras (ML,Lul,Lu2]. In this chapter we shall 

study the dual situation of homology. We shall study free 

and projective crossed modules ($1) and show how projective 

crossed modules in groups ($2) and Lie algebras ($3) can be 

used to obtain information on the 2nd homology. We shall 

use the exterior products of Chapter III to give 

interpretations of the 2nd and 3rd homology of a group ($4) 

and of the second homology of a Lie algebra ($5). These 

interpretations combined with theorems (3.1.14),(3.1.15) 

and (3.3.2) will give us exact sequences in homology. 

l. FREE AND PROJECTIVE CROSSED MODULES 

In this section we work in an arbitrary category c of 

n-groups. 

Let us begin by adapting some well known terminology 

(B-Hu,R] to the category C. 

We shall use the term crossed P-module to mean a crossed 

module a:M ➔ P with codomain P. By a map of crossed. 

P-modules we shall mean a crossed module map which is the 

identity on P. The category of such crossed modules and 

maps will be called the category of crossed P-modules. 

A projective crossed P-module is a projective object in 
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the category of crossed P-modules. 

A crossed P-module a:C(f) ◄ Pis said to be the free 

crossed P-module on a function f:X ➔ P from a set X to P if 

the following universal property is satisfied: the 

function f is the composite of a with some function v:X ◄ 

C(f); given any crossed P-module O:M ➔ P and function w:X 

➔ M satisfying Ow• av, there is a unique map ~:C(f) ➔ M of 

crossed P-modules which satisfies -,V = w. 

Clearly free crossed modules are defined uniquely up to 

isomorphism, and are particular examples of projective 

crossed modules. 

We shall now give three elementary results on crossed 

modules which will be needed in the following sections. 

For an arbitrary n-group M, let [M,M] denote the 

subobject generated by the elements m + m' - m - m', and 

let <M,M>* denote the eubobject generated by the elements 

m * m' for m,m' e M. 

PROPOSITION(4.l.l) Let aM ◄ P be a crossed P-module. If 

the restricted map a':M ◄ aM has a section s:aM ➔ M (heres 

need not preserve the action of P), then both [M,M] n ker a 

and <M,M>* n ker a are the trivial n-group. 

PROOF Since a• has a section we have that Mis isomorphic 

to the semi-direct product Ms ker a~ aM. But both 

(ker a,ker a] and <ker a, ker a>* are trivial, and aM acts 

trivially on ker a. The proposition follows. v 
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For C equal to the category of groups, proposition 

(4.1.1) is given in [B-Hu] and is originally due to J.H.C. 

Whitehead. 

PROPOSITION(4.l.2) Let a:c ➔ P be a projective crossed 

P-module, let O:M ◄ P be an arbitrary crossed.P-rnodule, and 

let -,:M ◄ c be a surjective map of crossed P-modules. Then 

-, has a section s:C ◄ M. 

PROOF The proof is straightforward. v 

PROPOSITION(4.1.3) (R. Brown) Let a:M ◄ P, a':M' ◄ P be 

crossed P-modules and let -,:M ➔ M' be a map of crossed 

P-modules. Then-, is a crossed M'-module with M' acting on 

M via a•. 

PROOF The proof is a straightforward check. v 

2. CROSSED MODULES AND THE SECOND HOMOLOGY OF A GROUP 

The contents of this section are joint work with 

T. Porter [E-P]. In this section we take c to be the 

category of groups. 

We shall need the construction of free crossed modules 

(cf. [B-Hu]). So suppose we are given a function f:X ◄ p 

from a set X to a group P. Let E • F(PXX) be the free 

group on the set PxX, and let Pact on Eby 

P(p',x) • (pp',x). 

The function f induces a homomorphism 8:E ➔ p which is 

defined on generators by 

B(p,x) • pf(x)p-l. 
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The Peiffer group Q is the subgroup of E generated by the 

elements 

uvu-l(Buv)-1 

where u,v € E. The group Q is normal, invariant under the 

action of P, and eQ is trivial. Thus, setting C(f) • E/Q, 

we obtain a crossed module 8#:C(f) ◄ P; this is the 

required free crossed P-module. 

PROPOSITION(4.2.l) Let f:X ➔ P be a function from a set X 

to a group P such that Pis generated by the image off. 

Let FX be the free group on X and denote by RX the kernel 

of the induced map from FX to P. Then the function f 

·induces a homomorphism FX/[FX,RX] ◄ P; this is the free 

crossed P-module on f. 

PROOF This proposition is a special case of [B-Hu, 

proposition 9]. A direct proof is easy. V 

PROPOSITION(4.2.2) If a:c ◄ Pis a free crossed P-module 

with ac • N say, then the restricted map a•:c ➔ N is a free 

crossed N-module. 

PROOF The crossed P-module a:c ◄ Pis free on some 

function f:X ➔ P. · Let T be a transversal of Nin p which 

contains the identity. The function f induces a function 

f':TXX ➔ N given by 

f'(t,x) • tf(x)t-1. 

We shall show that the crossed N-module a•:c ➔ N satisfies 

the universal property of the free crossed N-module on f'. 

Let 0:M ➔ N be an arbitrary crossed N-module and let 

w:TXX ◄ M be a function such that Ow• f'. Recall the 
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above description of the free crossed P-module on f. 

Define a homomorphism w':E ◄ Mon generators by 

w'(p,x) ◄ nw(t,x) 

where p • nt with n £ N, t £ T. 

The Peiffer group Q is normally generated by the elements 

uvu-1(8Uv)-l 

With u,v £ PXX (see [B-Hu]). Suppose that u - (q,y), V -

(p,x) with p • nt as before. Since eu £ N we have 

w'(8Uv) • (8u)nw(t,x) 

But eu = Ow'u, so 

w'( 6Uv) • (w'u)(w'v)(w'u)-l. 

That is, w'P is trivial; w' thus induces a homomorphism 

f:C ◄ M satisfying Of• a. A routine calculation shows 

that f is N-equivariant, and thus that, is the required 

map of crossed N-modules. v 

PROPOSITION(4.2.3) Let a:c ◄ P be a projective crossed 

P-module with ac • N say. Let R ◄ F ◄AN be an arbitrary 

free presentation of N. Then there ls an isomorphism 

[C,C]: [F,F]/[F,R] given by [c,d] ◄ [x,y][F,R] where· 

c,d £ c, x,y £ F and ac • AX, ad• Ay. 

PROOF First let us suppose that a:c ◄ Pis a free 

P-module. It follows from proposition (4.2.2) that the 

restriction of a to a•:c ◄ N is a free crossed N-module on 

some function f:X ◄ N. Let Fo • F(XxQ) be the free group 

on xxP. and denote by Ro the kernel of the homomorphism Fo ◄ 

P. given on generators by (x,p) ◄ p(fx)p-1. Propositions 

(4.~Al),(4.?.2),(4.l.3) give us [C,CJ g [F 0 ,F 0 ]/[F 0 ,R0 J. Now 
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[F,F]/[F,R] is an invariant of N. (A proof of invariance 

is not difficult, see [Ba].) It follows that [C,C] ~ 

[F,F]/[F,RJ. 

Suppose now that a:C ◄ Pis a projective crossed 

P-module. Let a•:c(a) ◄ P be the free crossed P-module on 

the map a:c ◄ P. There is a surjective map of crossed 

P-modules y:C(a) ◄ c. It follows from proposition (4.1.2) 

that~ has a section s:C ◄ C(a). Hence by propositions 

(4.1.1) and (4.1.3) there is an isomorphism (C(a),C(a)] 2 

[C,C]. There is thus an isomorphism [C,CJ g [F,F]/[F,R]. 

It is easily checked that this isomorphism is as described 

in the proposition. v 

We now come to the main result of this section. 

THEOREM(4.2.4) If N is a group and a:c ◄ Pis a projective 

crossed P-module with ac • N, then 

H2(N) s ker an [C,C]. 

PROOF This proposition follows immediately from 

proposition (4.2.3) and Hopf's isomorphism H2N g 

Rn[F,F]/[F,R]. V 

REMARK(4.2.5) We could have used the key lemma 2.1 of 

Ratcliffe's paper [R] to prove this last theorem. 

Instead, we will show that our methods give a new and 

simple proof of Ratcliffe's lemma which avoids the detailed 

elementwise manipulations of the original proof. 

Let a:C(f) ◄ P be the free crossed P-module on a 

function f:X ◄ P. Recall that C(f) • E/Q. There is an 

isomorphism 
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[C(f),C(f)] s [E,E]/Qn[E,E]. 

Let I be the kernel of the induced map from E to P. Thus 

I ◄ E ◄ N is a free presentation of N and so, by 

proposition (4.2.3) 

[C(f),C(f)] s [E,E]/[E,I]. 

It follows that [E,I] • Qn[E,E]; this equality is lemma 

2.1 of [R]. 

3. CROSSED MODULES AND THE SECOND HOMOLOGY OF A LIE ALGEBRA 

In this section we take C to be the category of Lie 

algebras over a commutative ring A (with unit). 

PROPOSITION(4.3.l) Let f:X ➔ P be a function from a set X 

to a Lie algebra P such that the image off generates Pas 

an algebra. Let LVx be the free Lie algebra on X and 

denote by RVx the kernel of the induced map from LVx to P. 

Then the function f induces a homomorphism f1:LVx/[LVx,RVx] 

◄ P; this is the free crossed P-module on f. 

PROOF We have a short exact sequence RVx ➔ LVx ➔ P. For 

each pin P choose an element (p) in LVx such that <p> maps 

down top. The function P x LVx ◄ LVx, (p,1) ◄ [<p>,l] · 

induces a Lie action of Pon LVx/[LVx,RVx]. It is routine 

to check that f#, together with this Lie action, satisfies 

the axioms of a crossed module and has the universal 

property of the free crossed P-module on f. v 

THEOREM(4.3.2) If a:c ➔ Pis a projective crossed P-modu1e 

with ac - P, then 

H2(P) s ker an [C,C]. 
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PROOF Let C(a) ➔ P be the free crossed P-module on the 

function a. By proposition (4.3.1) we have 

C(a) ~ LVc/[LVc,RVc] where LVc is the free Lie algebra on c 

and RVc is the kernel of the induced map LVc ➔ P. There is 

a surjective map t:C(a) ➔ C of crossed P-modules. It 

follows from propositions (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) that tis a 

crossed C-module with a section s:C ~ C(a). From 

proposition (4.1.1) we have [C,C] ~ [C(a),C(a)]. The 

proposition now follows from the Hopf type formula H2(P) a 

RVc n [LVc,LVc]/(LVc,RVc] (see for example [H-S], Chapter 

VII, section 2). v 

rn view of the group theoretic theorem (4.2.4) it is 

reasonable to conjecture that proposition (4.3.2) can be 

strengthened to the case where the image of a is a proper 

ideal of P. In order to prove this we need the 

construction of the free crossed P-module (in Lie algebras) 

on an arbitrary function f:X ➔ P. This construction is 

more complicated than its group theoretic analogue. 

The commutative algebra version of theorem (4.2.4) is 

given in [P4]. 

4. CROSSED SQUARES AND THE SECOND AND THIRD HOMOLOGY OF A 

GROUP 

In this section we take C to be the category of groups. 

Throughout the section let R ➔ F ➔~ G be a free 

presentation of a group G. 

[n example (3.1.8) we showed that the exterior product 
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FA Fis isomorphic to the commutator subgroup [F,F]. By 

proposition (3.1.3) we have 

PROPOSITION(4.4.l) There is a canonical isomorp0ism 

GAG ~ [F,F]/[F,R]. V 

Recall that "3(G AG) is the kernel of the commutator 

map GAG ◄ G. Proposition (4.4.1) together with the Hopf 

formula for H2(G) gives us 

THEOREM(4.4.2) There is an isomorphism 

H2(G) g "3(G AG). V 

This description of H2(G) is obtained in [B-L]. It is 

also essentially the description given in (M]. 

suppose that the group G has two normal subgroups Mand 

N. Since the inclusions M ◄ G, N ◄ Gare crossed modules, 

we can construct the group rr3(M AN). In some sense, 

rr3 (M AN) is a "relative second homology group of M with 

respect to N". Note that theorems (3.1.14) and (4.4.2) 

give us 

THEOREM(4.4.3) ff the normal subgroups M,N of Gare such 

that G • MN, then there is an exact sequence 

rr3(M AN) ◄ H2(G) ◄ H2(G/M) G> H2(G/N) ◄ MnN/[M,N] ◄ 

◄ H1(G) ◄ H1(G/M) (f) H1(G/N) ◄ 1. V 

This sequence is obtained in [B-L] as a consequence of the 
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3-dimensional van Kampen type theorem. 

The group fi2(G) • "J(G AG) has been considered by [D] 

as a kind of "second homology group suitable for algebraic 

K-theory". In some respects .!i2(G) certainly behaves like a 

second homology group. For example, given two groups A,B 

then we have two isomorphisms 

.!iz(A*B) E .!i2(A)@ .!:!2(B), 

.!:!2(AXB) ~ .!:!2(A) © .!i2(B)@ Aab ~ 5ab, 

as a consequence of propositions (3.1.7) and (3.1.10). 

Also, theorem (3.1.14) gives us 

PROPOSJTJON(4.4.4) If the ·normal subgroups M,N of Gare 

such that G • MN, then there is an exact sequence 

"3(M AN) ◄ !!2(G) ◄ !!2(G/M) (B !!2(G/N) ◄ MnN/[M,N] ◄ 

◄ H1(G) ◄ H1(G/M)@ H1(G/N) ◄ l. V 

We now aim for a description of H3(G) in terms of the 

exterior product. 

Note that the identity map F ➔ F and the inclusion R ~ F 

are both crossed modules, and that we can thus form the 

exterior product FAR. 

PROPOSITION(4.4.5) There is a short exact sequence 

l ➔ RA R ~~1 FAR ~~2 JG~ Rab ➔ l 

where IG is the augmentation ideal of G, and(8b. denotes the 

usual tensor product of G-modules. 

PROOF The canonical map ~ 1 is injective since we have a 

commutative diagram of maps 
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RA R \1f [R,R] 

,.,l ,l 

FAR .. [F,R] 

The map -,2 is given on generators by 

1'2 (f A r) • (>.f - 1)@ r[R,R] 

The map y 2 is a homomorphism since 

1 2 f(f' Ar) -,2 (f Ar) 

• (>.(ff'f-1) - 1) ® frf-l[R,R] + (>.f - 1) ® r[R,R] 

• (>.(ff') - >.f) ® r[R,R] + (>.f - 1)@ r[R,R] 

• (>.(ff')-l)®r[R,R] 

• 'lf2 (ff' Ar), 

similarly 

.,2 (f Ar) -,2 r(f Ar') • 'lf2 (f Arr'), 

and 

-,2 (r Ar) • 0. 

Clearly y2 is surjective. Set T •FA R/11 (R AR). In 

order to show that the kernel of , 2 is equal to the image 

of -,1 it will suffice to construct an isomorphism 

IG ~ Rab .. T. Note that the quotient Tis abelian since, 

working in FAR, we have 

[f Ar, f' Ar'] • [f,r] A [f',r'] E ,1(R AR) 

(see example (3.1.2)). For each gin G let <g> be an 

element of F such that >.<g> • g. The group T has a 

G-module structure given by setting 

9(f Ar) • <g>f A <g>r. 

This a-action is well defined since, for r' e R, we have 

r'(f A r)(f A r)-1 - r' A [f,r] E ,1(R AR) 

Suppose (x,r[R,R)) is an element of the direct product 
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IG x Rab. The augmentation ideal IG is the free abelian 

group on the set {g - l: l ¢ g £ G}, and so x can be 

written uniquely as a sum+(g1 - 1) + ... +(gn - 1). Set 
-=t1 :;-1 

¢(x,r[R,R]) • (<g1> A r) ... (<gn> Ar) £ T. A routine 

check shows that¢ is a well defined G-bilinear map from 

JG x Rab to T. It follows that¢ induces a map 

¢':JG (8b Rab ➔ T. The map t 2 induces a map t 2 ':T ➔ 

IG ~ Rab. The maps ¢',t2 ' are inverse to each other. v 

THEOREM(4.4.6) There 1s an isomorphism 

H3(G) ~ 113(F AR). 

PROOF Let P:IG ~ Rab .. Rab be the homom~rphism 

((g - l) ® r[R,R]) .. (g)r(g)-l[R,R]. 

Then 

H3(G) w H1(G;Rab) s ker p. 

(See for example [H-S], Chapter VI, sections 4 and 12.) We 

thus have a commutative diagram 

l l 

l l 

1 113 (F /\ R) H3 (G) 

' ' ' 
l .. R /\ R .. F /\ R 

., .. IG (8b Rab ➔ 1 

I ' ,p 

1 .. [R,R] .. [F,R] .. [F,R]/[R,R] .. 1 

l ' ' 
l 1 l 

in which the rows and columns are exact. The proposition 
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.,,,, 

follows. v 

Theorems (3.1.15), (4.4.3) and (4.4.6) give us 

THEOREM(4.4.7) Given a short exact sequence of groups M ➔ 

G ◄ Q, then we have an eight term exact sequence in the 

homology of groups: 

H3(G) ➔ H3(Q) ➔ "3(G AM) ➔ H2(G) ➔ H2(Q) ➔ 

◄ M/[G,M] ➔ H1(G) ◄ H1(Q) ◄ 1. V 

This sequence is obtained in (B-L] as a consequence of 

the 3-dimensional van Kampen theorem. 

It is tempting to define the group H3(G) • "3(F AR). 

However, "3(F AR) is dependent on the choice of 

presentation of G. To see this, consider the presentation 

of the trivial group 

Fn ➔ Fn ➔ l 

where Fn denotes the free group of rank n. Then from 

example (3.1.9) we have that "J(Fn A Fn) is isomorphic to 

the direct sum of n copies of Z2. That is, "3(Fn A Fn) 

depends on·n. 

5. CROSSED SQUARES AND THE SECOND HOMOLOGY OF A LIE ALGEBRA 

In this section we take C to be the category of Lie 

algebras over a commutative ring A (with unit). Let R ➔ F 

◄ G be a short exact sequence of Lie algebras in which Fis 

free. 
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By proposition (3.3.1) we have that the exterior product 

FA Fis isomorphic to [F,F]. Using the Lie algebra 

version of proposition (3.1.3) we get 

PROPOSITION(4.5.l) There is an isomorphism 

GAG g [F,F]/[F,R] . V 

Recall that "3(0 AG)• ker(G AG ➔ G, g Ag' ➔ [g,g']). 

The Hopf type formula for H2(G) now gives us 

THEOREM(4.5.2) There is an isomorphism 

H2(G) e "J(G AG) . V 

Theorems (3.3.2) and (4.5.2) imply 

THEOREM(4.S.3) Let G be a Lie algebra containing two 

ideals M,N such that any element g £ G can be written as a 

sum g • m + n with m £ M, n £ N. Then there is an exact 

sequence in homology: 

"3(M AN) ➔ H2(G) ➔ H2(G/M) ff) H2(G/N) ➔ MnN/[M,N] ➔ 

◄ H1(G) ◄ H1(G/M)@ H1(G/N) ◄ O. V 
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CHAPTER V 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 

l. In example (3.2.5) we showed that, in a particular 

instance, the cubical tensor product of groups is 

isomorphic to the asymmetric product GAG. R. Brown has 
~14f!'jt'>I--~ 
~} ~ _.-:_~ an alternative proof of this isomorphism as follows. 

Let X be a space such that "lX • G, and let T3G be the 

cubical tensor product of example (3.2.5). There is an 

exact sequence (analogous to the sequence in [B-L, Theorem 

5 .4]) 

"2X ➔ "4s2x ➔ T3G ➔ "lX ➔ ("1x)ab ➔ l. 

On taking X • K(G,l) we get an exact sequence 

0 ➔ "4s2K(G,l) ➔ T3o ➔ [G,G) ➔ 1. 

But there is an exact sequence [B-L, proposition 6.9] 

0 ➔ "4s2K(G,l) ➔ GAG ◄ [G,G] ➔ l. 

Let -,:GAG ➔ T3G be the map g Ag' ◄ g@1 g'. Then it is 

readily seen that we have a commutative diagram 

ker(G AG 1 G) 1 G ~ G ➔ [G,G] 

,L'l;"{t' B 

➔ ➔ [G,G] 

Cl'\4 ~~l~_ k, k o.lf.c. f; prou~ ,; , j-, i ftJ ,v,e. 
in which it.,' is onto. '_ --:...:·?.d ·, · '\ -~~-: ;,•::.;r;-,-:t_;:f·:i.~;, Hence T3G s 

G /'\ G. 

2. In theorem (4.4.2) we gave, for a group G, an 

isomorphism H2(G) m "3(G AG). If G is an abelian group 

then "3(G AG) is isomorphic to GAG (where GAG is now 
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the s·tandard exterior product of abelian groups). More 

generally, for G abelian, there is an isomorphism Hn(G) s 

A"G (see for example [Br]). It is reasonable to expect 

this latter isomorphism to generalise to the case where G 

is non-abelian (and n) 3). Even for the case n • 3 there 

seems to be no obvious choice for a "non-abelian cubical 

exterior product". 

3. The six term exact sequence of theorem (4.4.3) is 

extended, by the following two terms, in (B-L] as an 

application of the van Kampen theorem for squares of maps: 

H3 (G) .. H3 (G/M) @ H3 (G/N) .. rr3 (M A N). 

It ought to be possile to obtain this extension by purely 

algebraic means! It is reasonable to expect that both of 

the six term exact sequences of theorem (3.1.14) can be 

extended by two terms. 

4. (R. Brown) If Xis a connected CW-complex with rr1X • 

G, then the following exact sequence is obtained as a 

consequence of the van Kampen theorem for squares of spaces 

[B-L, Theorem 5.4] 

rr2X .. rr3SX .. G~ G .. [G,G] .. 1. (*) 

This sequence together with Whitehead's r-sequence [W2] 

gives us an exact sequence 

H3X .. r(Gab) .. ker(G@ G .. G) .. H2X .. o. (**) 

On taking X • K(F,l) where Fis a free group, (**) gives us 

an isomorphism 

r(pab) ~ ker(F &) F .. F), (***) 

and so via(*) we recover 1r3 of a wedge of 2-spheres. In 
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deducing(**) from(*) we must use Whitehead's result 

r3X ~ rrr2X, and the proof of this uses a description of "3 

of a wedge of 2-spheres. So we cannot use the isomorphism 

(***), so obtained, together with(*) to deduce a 

description of a wedge of 2-shperes. Clearly a purely 

algebraic proof of(***) is desirable. 

5. It would be nice to have the Lie algebra version of 

theorem (4.4.6). 

6. A description of the homology groups Hn(G) of a group 

o in terms of crossed n-cubes is known only for n • 1,2,3. 

In contrast a description of the cohomology groups Hn(G,A), 

where A is a G-module, in terms of catn-groups is known for 

all n [LJ. 

To each catn-group Hone can associate a complex of 

(non-abelian) groups 

CQH 

such that the image of a1+1 is normal in the kernel of ai 

(thus the homology groups Hf(C#H) can be formed). For n) 

2 and some fixed integer k > 1, let a(G,A)k be the set 

consisting of triples (H,;,~) where tl is a catn-2-group, ; 

is an isomorphism between Hk(C#H) and G, and~ is an 

isomorphism between Hn-1(C#H) and A. Moreover, suppose that 

Hi(C#H) • 0 if i ~-k or n-1. There is a Yoneda equivalence 

on the set a(G,A)k such that 



THEOREM (L] There is a one-to-one correspondence between 

the cohomology group Hn(K(G,k);A) and the set 

a(O,A)k/(Yoneda equivalence). v 

The construction of the set S(O,A)/(Yoneda equivalence) 

is easily extended to the case where G is a Lie algebra 

(commutative algebra etc.). It would be worthwhile having 

a purely algebraic proof of the above theorem in the case 

n • 1, since this proof would likely generalise to the case 

where O is a._, Lie algebra (etc.). 

7. Suppose given a crossed square 

L .,.>. N 

with classifying space X (se~ [L]). The homotopy groups 

"lX, "2X, n3X are the homology groups of the complex of 

(non-abelian) groups 

L .,.a MXN .,.8 P 

where at• (>.'t,>.t-1 ) and 8(m,n) • (8m)(8n). R. Brown has 

recently shown that the Whitehead product 

"2X X "2X ... n3X 

is induced by the.function 

W: ker 8 x ker 8 ... L, 

((m,n),(m'.n')) ◄ h(m•-l,n)h(m-1,n'). 

It would be satisfying to be able to identify the various 

Whitehead products in a crossed n-cube of groups for n) 2. 
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8. • An important result of (W2] .is that if X, Y are 

connected CW-complexes, dim X ( n and Y is a Jn-complex 

(for example if "iY = O for 1 < i < n) then the functor 

which takes the space X to its fundamental crossed complex 

"X (described in the Introduction) induces a bijection of 

homotopy classes 

[ X , Y] 9ll [ "X , "y] . 

Further, there is a bijection 

("K,"Y] s (CX,CYJ 

where CX is the cellular chain complex of the universal 

cover of X (considered as a complex of "ix-modules). 

These bijections enable certain homotopy theoretic 

calculations to be done purely algebraically [E]. At 

present no progress has been made on using crossed n-cubes 

to generalise these bijections; the main obstacle is the 

complicated nature of the functor from crossed n-cubes to 

CW-complexes which involves taking iterated nerves of the 

associated catn-groups. 
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APPENDIX II 

Verification (1) of Proposition (2.1.1) 

a(e,e,l,m) 

-
= ( 1, m) V 

a((n,p)(n',p'),l,m) 

- ((n Pn'){PP'l} h(PP'm,n Pn•)-1,pp'm) 

- (2..1..1.ii) 
((n Pn'){PP'l} nh(PP'm,Pn')-1 h(PP'm,n)-1, PP'm) 

- (2.1.1.ii.i) 
cn{(Pn'){PP'l} Ph(P'm,n•)-1} h(PP'm,n)-l,PP'm) 

a(n,p,n'{P'l} h(P'm,n 1 )-l,P'm) 

= a(n,p,a(n'p',l,m)) v 

a(n,p,(l,m)(l',m')) 

(n(P{l m1'}} h(P{mm'},n)-1,P{mm'}) 

(2.1.l.i) 

(2. l. l, i., ii) 
cn(Pl} nc(Pm)(Pl'}} h(Pm,n)-1 (Pm)h(Pm',n)-1,P(mm'}) 

- (2.1.1.iv) 
("{Pl} h(Pm,n)-1 (Pm){n(Pl'} h(Pm',n)-1),Pm Pm') 

- (O{Pl) h(Pm,n)-1,Pm) (n{Pl) h(Pm',n),Pm') 

• a(n,p,l,m) a(n,p,l',m') v 

Verification(~) of Proposition (2.1.2) 

Pm(Pl) 

= O (Pm) (Pl) 

(pOm)1 
(2.l.2.1) 
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Similarly V 

Verification (3) of Proposition (2.1.2) 

ffl(Ol) h(m,n) 

• (Om)(O'n)1 h(m,n) 

- h(m,n) h(m,n)-1 (Om)(O'n)1 h(m,n) 

: h(m,n) (OA'h(m,n)-l)(Om)(O'n)1 

h(m,n) (O'n)(Om)1 

yeL!Jicatipn (4) of Proposition (2.1.3) 

(2.1.2.i) 

(2.1.2.v) 

The map MXQ ◄ Rxs, (m,q) ◄ (vRm,Oq) is a crossed module 

and MXQ acts on I<xN via this map. Therefore 

(r,B)(m,q){(r,s)ck,n)} 

(r,s)(vRm,Oq)(k,n) 

.. (r,s)c(m,q)(k,n) V 

Similarly 

(r,B)(l,p){(r,s)(k,n)} • (r,s)((l,p)(k,n)} V 

verification (5) of Proposition (2.1.3) 

The idenl:.lty 

h'((l,p)(l',p'),m,q) • (l,P)h'(l',p',m,q) h'(l,p,m,q) 

will follow from the four special cases 

( i) h'((e,p)(l',e),m,q) - (e,p)h'(l',e,m,q) h' (e,p,m,q), 

(ii) h'((l,e)(e,p'),m,q) - (l,e)h 1 (e,p',m,q) h'(l,e,m,q), 

(iii) h'((e,p)(e,p'),m,q) - (e,P)h'(e,p',m,q) h' (e,p,m,q), 

( iv) h'((l,e)(l',e),m,q) - (l,e)h' (l' ,e,m,q) h' (l,e,m,q), 

since ( i ) a.nd ( i i i ) imply 
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h'((e,p)(l',p'),m,q) 

,-1 ) - h((e,pp')(P l',e),m,q 
( i) 

- (e,pp')h'(P'-11 1 ,e,m,q) h'(e,pp',m,q) 

- (iii) 
(e,p){(e,p')h'(P'-11•,e,m,q) h'(e,p',m,q)} h'(e,p,m,q) 

- ( i) 
(e,p)h'(l',p',m,q) h'(e,p,m,q), 

that is 

(v) h'((e,p)(l',p'),m,q) • (e,p)h'(l',p',m,q)h'(e,p,m,q), 

and similarly (ii) and (iv) imply 

(vi) h'((l,e)(l',p'),m,q) .. (l,e)h' (l' ,p' ,m,q)h' (l,e,m,q), 

and hence 

h' ( (l,p) (l' ,p') ,m,q) 

• h'((l,e)(e,p)(l',p'),m,q) 

-
.,,. 

-

(l,e)h'((e,p)(l',p'),m,q) h'(l,e,m,q) 

(l,P)h'(l',p',m,q) (l,e)h'(e,p,m,q) h'(l,e,~,q) 

(1,P)h'(l',p',m,q) h'(l,p,m,q) v 

(vi) 

(V) 

(ii) 

It remains to verify the four special cases. 

Case (i) 

h'((e,p)(l,e),m,q) 

• h' (Pl,p,m,q) 

-
-
-
-
-

( (Pl)h(p,m)h(Pl,m) IDh(h(p,q),Pl)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1 

h(p,q)mh(q,Pl)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.1.iv) 

( (Pl)h(p,m)h(Pl,m) IDh(h(p,q),Pl)-1 mh(p,q)h(q,Pl)-1 

h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1~2, iii, iv) 

( (Pl)h(p,m)h(Pl,m) IDh(Pq,Pl)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.2.iv) 

( (Pl)h(p,m)h(Pl,m) IDPh(q,l)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.2.ii) 

( h(pvpl,m) ffiPh(q,l)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,g) ) 
(2.1.2.ii) 
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- ( Ph(l,m) h(p,m) IDPh(q,1)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.l.iv) 

= ( P(h(l,m) fflh(q,l)-1} h(p,m) h(h(p,q),m)-1, h(p,q) ) 

• (e,p)h'(l,e,m,q) h'(e,p,m,q) v 

Case (ii) 

h'((l,e)(e,p),m,q) 

- h'(l,p,m,q) 

• ( lh(p,m)h(l,m) IDh(h(p,q),1)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-1 

h(p,q)mh(q,l)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.3.v)i (2.1.2.iii) 

= ( lh(p,m) h((vgm)(voh(p,q),1)-1 h(h(p,q),m)-

h(p,q)mh(q,1)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2.1.3.ii) 

• ( lh(p,m) h(h(p,g),(vRl)(vRm))-1 h((vph(p,g))(vpl),m) 

h(h(p,q),m)-1 h(p,q)mh(q,1)-1, h(p,q) ) 
(2. 1.2. iii) 

= ( lh(p,m) h(h(p,g),(vRl)(vRm))-1 h(p,q)h(vpl,m) 

h(h(p,g),m) h(h(p,q)-1 h(p,q)mh(q,1)-1, h(p,q)) 
(2.1.2.iii) 

• ( lh(p,m) lh(h(p,q),m)-1 h(h(p,q),1)-1 h(p,q){h(l,m) 

fflh(q,1)-1}, h(p,q) ) 

- (l,e)h'(e,p,m,q) h'(l,e,m,q) v 

~e. __ .. ( iii) 

h'((e,p)(e,p'),m,q) 

• h(e,pp' ,m,q) 

,.. ( h(pp' ,m)h(h(pp' ,q) ,m)-1, h(pp' ,q) ) 
(2.1.2. iii,v) 

• ( h(pp',m)h(pp',m)-1 PP'h(q(pp')-l,m)-1, h(pp',q) ) 
(2.1.2.iii) 

• ( PP'h(qp•-1,m)-l ph(p',q)h(qp-l,m)-1, h(pp',q) 

• ( Ph(p',m) Ph(p',m)-1 PP'h(qp•-1,m)-l Ph(p',q){h(p,m) 

h(p,m)-1 Ph(qp-1,m)-l}, h(pp',q) ) 
(2.1.2.iii) 

• Ph(p',m) Ph(h(p',q),m)-1 Ph(p',q){h(p,m)h(h(p,q),m)-1}, 

Ph(p',q)h(p,q) ) 
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• (e,p)h'(e,p',m,q) h'(e,p,m,q) v 

Case (iv) 

h'((l,e)(l',e),m,q) 

• h' (11' ,e,m,q) 

- ( h(ll',m) mh(q,ll')-1, e) 

- (lh(l',m)h(l,m) mlh(q,l')-1 h(q,1)-1, e) 

• (l,e)h'(l',e,m,q) h'(l,e,m,q) V 

Ve-r if icat ion ( 6) of Pr.opos it i.on ( '-. l. 3) 

The identity 

(r,s)h'(l,p,m,q) • h 1 ((1:,s)(l,p),(r,s)(m,g)) 

follows from the four special cases 

(i) (1:,e)h'(e,p,e,q) • h'((r,e)(e,p),(r,e)(e,q)), 

(ii) (e,s)h'(e,p,e,q) • h'(( 8 , 8 )(e,p),( 8 , 8 )(e,q)), 

(iii) (r,s)h'(l,e,e,q) • h'((r,s)(l,e),(r,s)(e,q)), 

(iv) (r,s)h'(l,e,m,e) • h'((r,s)(l,e),(r,s)(m,e)), 

since 

h'((r,s)(l,p),(r,s)(m,g)) 

~ h'((r,s)(l,e) (r,s)(e,p), (r,s)(m,e) (r,s)(e,q)) 

- (r,B)(l,e){h'((r,s)ce,p), (r,S)(m,e)) 

(r,s)(m,e)h'((r,s)(e,p),(r,s)(e,q))} 

h'((r,B)(l,e),(r,s)(m,e)) 

(r,s)(m,e)h'((r,s)(l,e),(r,s)(e,g)) 

• (r,s)h'(l,p,m,q) v 
(i),(ii),(iii),(iv) 

Cases (ii),(i.i.i),(iv) have one line verifications. 

remains to check 

Case ( i) 

It 

In order to check this case we shall need the following 
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three identities: 

(v) nh(l,m)-1 h(n,l) lh(n,m) = h(n,m) mh(n,l) h(l,m)-l, 

(vi) h(p,q)r.-lh(T.q,h(p,r)-1) h(h(p,q),Pr-1) 

pr-lh(qp-l,h(q,r)-1) • e 

(vii) h(h(p,q),h(q,r)-1) h(q,r)-lh(h(p,q),h(p,r)-1) 

h(h(p,r)-l,h(q,r)-1)-1 

• h(p,q)h(q,r)-lh(q,h(p,r)-1)-1 h(h(p,q),r) 

h(p,r)-lh(p,h(q,r)-1), 

since then we have 

h'((r,e)(e,p),(r,e)(e,q)) 

= h'(h(p,r)-1,p,h(q,r)-l,q) 

• ( h(p,r)-lh(p,h(q,r)-1) h(h(p,r)-1,h(q,r)-l) 

h(q,r)-lh(h(p,q),h(p,r)-1)-1 h(h(p,q),h(q,r)-1)-1 

h(p,q)h(q,r)-lh(q,h(p,r)-l)-1, h(p,q) ) 

= (h(h(p,g),r)-1, h(p,g)) 

• (r,e)h'(e,p,e,q). 

So it r.emai.ns to check (v), (vi), (vii). 

Identity (v) 

(vii) 

This ident.i.t.y follows from (2.1.2. iii) and (2.1.3. ii). 

Identity (y.J.l 

h(p,q)r-lh(rq,h(p,r)-1) h(h(p,q),Pr-1) pr-lh(qp-l,h(q,r)-1) 

- h ( P , q) h ( q , h ( p , r -1) ) Ph ( h ( p -1, q) -~ l , r - l) 

pr-lqh(p-l,h(q-l,r)-1) 

- pq{P-lh(q-l,h(p,r-1))-1 q-lh(h(p-l,q)-1,r-l) 

r-lh(p-l,h(q-l,r)-1)-1} 
(2.1.3.iii) 

-= e V 
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Identity (viil 

h(h(p,q),h(q,r)-1) h(q,r)-lh(h(p,q),h(p,r)-1) 

h(h(p,r)-1,h(q,r))-l (v) 

= h(p,q)h(h(p,r)-1,h(q,r)-l)-l h(h(p,q),h(p,r)-1) 

h(p,r)-lh(h(p,q),h(q,r)-1) 

• h(p,q)h(h(p,r)-l,h(q,r)-1)-1 h(h(p,q),h(p,r)-1) 

h(p,r)-l{Ph(qp-1,h(q,r)-l)h(p,h(q,r))-l) 

• h(p,q)h(q,r)-lh(q,h(p,r)-1)-1 h(p,q)rr-lh(rq,h(p,r)) 

h(h(p,q),r) rh(h(p,q),Pr-1) rpr-lh(qp-l,h(q,r)-1) 

h(p,r)-lh(p,h(q,r)-1) 

• h(p,q)h(q,r)-lh(q,h(p,r)-l)~l h(h(p,q),r) 

h(p,r)-lh(p,h(q,r)-1) v 

Verification ( 7) of Propos it i~ll... (~-~ l. 3). 

The map v:KxN .. r,~P, (k,n) .. (Xtk,vpn) satisfies 

vh'(l,p,m,q) • (l,p) (m,q)(l,p)-1, 

and the verification is a uLcalghLforward copy of 

verification (3). 

VP-rifi.r.ation (8) of Propos_it __ ion (2.2.2) 

(an,ap)(l,m) 

~ can1 + ap1 - h(m,an), aPm) 

= a(nl + Pl - h(m,n), Pm) 

• a{(n,p)(l,m)} V 

(2.2.l.1),(2.2.2.ii) 

Verification (_2_Lof Propos_!tion (2.2.2) 

(n,p){(l,m) + (l',m')} 

- (n{t + l'} + P{l + l'} ~ h(m + m',n), Pm+ Pm') 

• (n,p)(l,m) + (n,p)(l',m') v 
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Ve-rification (10) of P-r9.12osit~on_.(2.2.2) 

((n,p) + (n',p'))(l,m) 

- ((n + n')l + (p + P')l - h(m,n + n'), (p + P')m) 
(2.2.1.iii), (2.2.2.iii) 

= ("l + Pl - h(m,n) + n'1 + P'l - h(m,n'), Pm+ P'm) 

• (n,p)(l,rn) + (n',p')(l,rn) v 

Verification (11) of Proposition . .Ji!.2..:.2-1 

[(n,p),(n',p')](l,m) 

,., ( [ n , n ' ] + Pn ' - P ' n , [ p, p ' ]) ( 1, m) 
, {2.2.l.iii),(2.2.2.iii) 

((n,n']l + (Pn')l - (P n)1 + [p,p ]1 - h(m,[n,n']) 

- h(m,Pn') + h(m,P'n), [p,p']m) 
(2.2.2,i,iv,v) 

= ( ncn'l) - n'cn1) + P(n'l) - n'(Pl) - P'(nl) + ncP'l) 

+ P(P'l) - P'(Pl) --nh(m,n') + n'h(m,n) - Ph(m,n') 

+ h(Pm,n') +P'h(m,n) - h(P'm,n), P(P'm) - P'(Pm) ) 

• (n,P)((n',p')(l,m)} - (n',p')((n,p)(l,m)} V 

Verification._(12).of Pr_Qpoaition (2.2.2) 

( n, p) [ ( l, m) , ( l' , m' ) J 

• (n[l,l'J + ncm1 1
) - ncm'l) + P[l,l'] + P(IDl') - P(m't) -

h([m,m'],n), P[m,rn']) 

= ([nl,l'] + [Pl,l'] - [h(m,n),l'] + (Pm)1• - m'cn1) 

- m ' (Pl ) + m ' h ( m, n ) , (Pm, rn ' ] ) 

+ ([l,nl'J + Ll,Pl' J - [l,h(m,n)] + mcn1 1 ) + m(Pl') 

- mh ( m ' , n) - ( Pm ' ) l , [ m, Pm ' ] ) 

- [(n,p)(l,m), (l',rn')] + [(l,rn), (n,p)(l',rn')] v 
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Vet: if iQ.~t ion (_13) of Pt:opos it ion ( 2. 2. 3) 

P(ffil) 

-= P(Om1) 

• [p,Om]1 - Om(Pl) 
(2.2.1.iv) 

• (Pm)1 - ID(Pl) V 

Vet:ification (14) of Pt:opoAition ( ✓..2.3) 

ncm1) 

-= O'ncOml) 

-= (O'n,OmJ1 + Om(O'nl) 

= Om(O'nl) - OX'h(m,n)1 

- mcn1) + [l,h(m,n)] V 

(✓..2.1. iv) 
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APP.r:NIHX [ [ [ 

Verification (1) of proposition (3.~~il 

• (vom ® yl)-1 ((vom) (von) ® l) where vpy • vpn 

_ n[l,m]n 

• n[l,x]n 

(VQn@ x) ffi(vQn@ l) (VQn ® [l,x]) 
where VRX,. VRffi 

V 

Verification (2) of pr.oposition (3.2.4) 

g(q-1 Vg@ u) U(U-lgg-1@ v) 
Lemma ( 3 • l. l) 

• g{(q-1 ® v) U(g-1 ® v)-1) U((g@ u-1)-1 Y(q@ u-1)) 
Lemma (3.1.l) 

V 
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